Crossing the Racial Rubicon

By Rev. David Billings, BA, MDiv, D Div
Anti-Racist Organizer and Trainer
People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond

Race is the Rubicon we have never crossed in this country. Some claim that race is no longer a factor in the United States. We are “beyond racism.” The opposite is actually the case. Everything in this country is touched by race, from where we live or choose to live, go to school or send our children to school, where we worship and with whom, go to the movies or even walk at night. Nothing escapes race. Our mental and physical health in the United States are both impacted by our relationship to the concept of race.

If you are in this country you tend to live longer and reside in neighborhoods where property values are appraised higher. Police in your community are more likely to actually “protect and serve.” The concept of racial profiling is not a part of your everyday consciousness.

If you are of color in this country you experience stress levels that affect your personal longevity. Your environments often make you more susceptible to certain diseases. In your community, police often operate as a social control mechanism and racial profiling is employed as a primary operational tactic.

The Impact of Race and Racism on Mental Health Clients, Practitioners, Organizations, and Delivery Systems

For most of us, living and working within the confines of our particular racial group constitutes normality. Even as we are evermore a multi-racial nation, the vast majority of us are like ships passing in the night. We come close to each other, interact in commerce together, but we are navigating separate channels. We rarely hold the other in regard.

Race is deeply imbedded in the psyche of this nation. The stereotypical regional splits of North and South, urban versus rural have no saliency within the larger history of systemic and structural racism which is embodied in every facet of American civic consciousness regardless of where we live in the United States. The fear associated with race rears its ugly head in all kinds of places: at town meetings on health care reform, on the front porch of an elite Harvard professor’s home, hourly on the some cable news channels, and in Night Court in any city or town across the country. Our southern border seethes with racial hostility. As a popular white talk show host loses control on air see Rubicon on page 16.

Moderated By Peter Beitchman, DSW, LMSW, Executive Director, The Bridge and Board Chair, Mental Health News Education, Inc.

Noted Panelists Discuss The Impact of Race and Racism on the Mental Health Professions and on the Therapeutic Alliance

Moderator’s Note: I had the pleasure of assembling a panel to address the impact of race and racism on the mental health professions. All of the panelists had participated in the Undoing Racism Workshop training offered by the People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond and were familiar with its framework for analyzing the realities of racism in contemporary America. The panel members, all of whom work in New York City, included: Robert Abramovitz, MD, psychiatrist, Distinguished Lecturer, Hunter College School of Social Work; Kalima De Suze, MSW, social worker, feminist, and anti-oppression community organizer; Billy Jones, MD, psychiatrist, Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, New York Medical College and former Commissioner of the New York City Department of Mental Health; Julie List, LCSW, social worker, Director of The Harry Blumenfeld Pelham Counseling Center, Jewish Board of Family and Children’s Services; Alan Siskind, PhD, social worker, adjunct faculty, Hunter College School of Social Work, private practitioner, former CEO of the Jewish Board of Family and Children’s Services and Co-Convenor of the First Monday Anti-Racism Collaborative; and Peter Yee, LMSW, social worker, Assistant Executive Director, Hamilton Madison House, a settlement house that provides a range of services, including mental health.

Peter Beitchman: Of course we can’t separate the mental health professions from the clients we serve so let’s begin with what we know about the impact of racism on our clients.

Robert Abramovitz: The impact of racism on clients of color is pervasive, affecting all aspects of their experience and development. So often the experience of racism has been internalized so that clients don’t give voice to the experience that they’ve had. In fact if a client came to treatment angry, and declared that his or her problems were attributed to racism, we know that years ago they would have gotten some sort of diagnosis of paranoia.

Alan Siskind: It’s the imprinting that occurs from pervasive and repetitive experience and then how all subsequent cognitive and emotional experience gets filtered through that imprinted response. The result is that people of color often develop a belief system that their repetitive negative experience with the environment are their fault and that “there’s something wrong with me.” White people also have their perceptions of people of color and their participation in racist systems reinforce in the same way. Julie List: We’ve learned that one of the examples of how the constant experience of racism gets internalized is that in communities of color there’s a lot of concern about the shade of one’s skin. In families where some members are darker they feel that they’re treated less fairly in their own family.

Robert Abramovitz: In fact I just heard a talk by an African American woman who plays in the WNBA. She talked about how her father sent her such strong messages because he felt she was too dark and too tall. Her entire self-image revolved around her father’s attitude towards her, including his internalized racism.

Peter Beitchman: What happens when clients bring this internalization, mostly see Panels on page 14.
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Advancing Anti-Racism Work: The First Monday Collaborative

By Peter D. Beitchman, DSW, LMSW and Onaje Muid, MSW, LMHC, CASAC, FDBC.

For the past three years, as a direct outgrowth of the Undoing Racism training workshops provided by The People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond, a learning and action collaborative consisting of human service executives and senior managers, as well as leaders from academia and the human service advocacy sector, has been meeting to advance anti-racism work. Brought together by the powerful training of The People’s Institute, the cost of which was initially subsidized by United Way of New York City, a diverse group of human service leaders formed the “First Monday Collaborative” to further anti-racism efforts within our organizations and beyond.

The First Monday Collaborative is co-chaired by Mary Pender Greene, LCSW-R, Assistant Executive Director of JBPCS, and Dr. Alan Siskind former Executive Vice President of the Jewish Board of Family and Children’s Services (JBPCS). The Collaborative is based on the principle that organizational leaders have a crucial role to play in recognizing and addressing the impact of racism on the human service system and their organizations, as well as clients and staff of color. The Collaborative offers an opportunity for participants to deepen our understanding of the impact of racism in general and specifically its impact on the delivery of human services. It also provides a place to share and creatively develop strategies to transform organizational structure and practice to embody anti-racist principles.

The Collaborative has been an important forum for learning about racism in the current American experience and in our own organizations. Many of us initially viewed racism as being individual and intentional acts of meanness, not recognizing the structural and systemic issues to be addressed. Using the framework and language offered by the People’s Institute as a crucial common ground, including the lessons of history, tools to identify and analyze structural racism and the crucial roles of organizing, leadership and networking in addressing it, participants have learned to identify contemporary forms of racism at large, in our agencies and delivery systems. We have recognized the impact of racism on the lives of our clients and staff of color and, in recognizing institutional bias, we have focused on how to make structural changes to achieve both equity and accountability.

Since the conversation on race is difficult and acknowledgement of racial bias in our organizations takes both courage and encouragement, the Collaborative has created a safe open environment for mutual learning and support to explore these issues and share solutions. The fact that such a safe space could be created was a major accomplishment, allowing for honest, self-reflective dialogue among the participants. During Collaborative meetings, organizational efforts to address racism are discussed, including the formulation of organizational goals, how to initiate the discussion using a common language, and models of intervention to address racism in the provision of services and in organizational operations.

Mental health agencies are particularly important in these efforts. Given our understanding of the impact of racism on personal and social development, the mental health community has a special role to play in confronting the realities of racism and the urgent need to address them in our services and organizations.

We offer a round of applause in thanks to Mental Health News. By devoting its winter issue to topics of race and racism in the field of mental health, this publication has offered an opportunity to practitioners in the field who, in various ways for many years, have been working to address race and racism through their work. The planning committee for this issue was the First Monday Undoing Racism Collaborative, a monthly discussion, one of many offered by the Anti-Racist Alliance. To maximize participation and ensure inclusion of diverse points of view – all grounded in the principles of antiracist organizing developed by the People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond – topic areas were identified and a convener selected for each. Conveners were asked to work with a cross-racial group of contributing authors and resource people. In order to achieve an integrated final product, we relied on Dr. Alma J. Carten, Associate Professor of the NYU Silver School of Social Work, as editor, assisted by Susan Baydur, Program Planning Coordinator and co-facilitator of the White Antiracist Caucus at JBPCS. Our hope is to spark dialogue and offer practical ideas. By sharing their experience, challenges, and the learning they arrived at through their work in planning, research, practice and administration, we hope these articles might help professionals in the field and consumers of services to recognize where racism has diminished us, and to move toward antiracist practice in all of the spheres that encompass mental health services. While the voices and perspectives of consumers are too few among these articles, we invite consumers and others to respond, enriching the dialogue we hope will continue in these pages.

First Monday Undoing Racism Collaborative

Mary Pender Greene, Assistant Executive Director, JBPCS       Alan B. Siskind, Former CEO, JBPCS
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We are committed to preparing Social Workers devoted to bringing about a more humane and just society for everyone. As a primary goal, we want our graduates to work toward the elimination of Racism in all its many forms.

Dean Frances L. Brisbane, Ph.D.
Faculty & Staff

www.stonybrookmedicalcenter.org/ssw
Preparing Students, the Workforce and Ourselves for a Critical Competency: Anti-Racist Practice and Service

By Robert Schachter, DSW, LMSW
Executive Director
NASW-NYC Chapter

A n increasing number of educators, trainers, administrators, and supervisors are providing leadership in preparing the workforce to be competent in anti-racist practice and service delivery. Seven of these leaders are doing pioneering work and share their thinking and insights.

Frances L. Brisbane, PhD
Dean, School of Social Welfare
Stony Brook University

R acism is not a hot topic anymore as it was in the ‘60s, ‘70’s and ‘80’s. There was a time when Whites went out of their way to be relevant about racism. How many times do we dodge the topic, thinking there are bigger issues to talk about? If we do not teach about the terror of racism, future generations will think it is all right. Racism is a mental health issue, but it is basically a social ill. We hurt people when we work. We especially need to be aware of how racism is perceived by the people on the other side of the desk.

Most people will go for training on cultural competency, not for racism. But cultural competency is not a cure for racism. Racism needs to be handled before addressing cultural competency.

In working with graduate students, over the years and currently on the Undoing Racism Internship Project (URIP), I am keenly aware of the need for reflective supervision that specifically addresses issues of race. Everyone enters the conversation on race at different points and fall along a continuum of being equipped to work with diverse communities.

Many students of color have been dealing with issues of race for 20+ years and want solutions; while others are just beginning and want to know where they fit in the discussion. In reflective supervision groups, this can be processed so as not to create a mismatch that is parallel to what can occur with clients.

In clinical practice, a lack of understanding of systemic racism can contribute to over-representation of people of color in some areas of mental health. Without an analysis of racism and its effects, we may never consider the question and could be missing a large component of the person-in-environment.

As a field, we need a multi-level approach to help students co-construct their own individual growth, advocate for education that addresses racism and to encourage faculty to integrate an analysis throughout the curriculum.

Candida Brooks-Harrison, LCSW, Director
The Village Enrichment, LCSW, PLLC
Supervisor, Undoing Racism Internship Project
Lecturer, Brooklyn College – CUNY
Person-in-the-Environment

Sheilah D. Mahby, LCSW-R, Director
Bronx Domestic Violence Services
JBFCS

Professionalization has unintended consequences for us all because it often separates us from the people we serve. We professionals are rarely encouraged to spend time in our constituents’ communities so we do not build authentic relationships with the families we are working with. Since we do not know much about their lives, we rarely trust them to take the lead in their own healing.

The People’s Institute’s 2 ½ day Undoing Racism™ workshop, we model what it would be like to approach our professional life in a different way. We sit in a circle—no agenda, no paper, no table—so we can see and hear one another. We use the experiences and wisdom of the collective to push past intellectual understandings so we can be genuinely human with one another. We experience dramatic changes as we take time to engage with one another without our own preconceptions and biases getting in the way.

In similar ways, changes can occur in professional organizations. As we build genuine, trusting relationships with individuals and their families, we can engage in conversations with them to bring about effective changes in our institutions so they are accountable to the people they serve.

Natania Kremer, LMSW, MEd
Director of Early Childhood Support Services
JBFCS Child Development Center

As a white social worker and educator, I am committed to bringing an anti-racist lens to my supervisory relationships with the early childhood special educators in my department. In supervision, we practice resisting the tendency to silence or avoid conversations about race. We have created a space where we can grow dynamically and integrate an analysis of racism as well as an understanding of our racial identities into our work. In case presentations, we share how each family identifies in terms of race, class, ethnicity, religion, gender, and culture, in addition to how we perceive them. We also explore how we are perceived. All of this informs our relationships with parents and children. Our supervision space is both supportive and challenging, and offers opportunities to bring our whole selves to the work, developing both personally and professionally.

In the process, we push each other to continue to struggle with our own racism and to transform our ways of being in the world. I am grateful to engage in this anti-racist process with my staff and appreciate the ongoing support I receive from colleagues.

Margery Freeman
Core Trainer/Organizer
The People's Institute for Survival and Beyond

Many white students come to social work school to “help those poor people” in communities of color. Most are unaware of how their privilege and internalized racial superiority affects their work.

Most students of color are aware of the oppressive force of structural racism in their communities. They are more likely to see the responsive strengths developed, such as capacity to survive and thrive, than their white counterparts. Yet they might be less clear about their racial identity development and internalized inferiority.

I begin class with the power analysis moving from intellect to affect. Early good process supports us using the analysis throughout the semester providing a framework for the other skill-based content.

Feelings such as guilt, shame, and anger may arise. Sometimes they linger preventing honest dialogue. Together we can recover, revisit the conversation and re-engage. If we cover up and ignore the discomfort, the class won’t move forward.

This is critical process for developing professionals that will protect human rights and further social justice. Without this lens they risk causing further harm rather than help. This is hard work requiring self-exposure and persistence. I use my peers and trusted colleagues to keep me honest, motivated, and consistent.

see Competency on page 35
Mental Illness isn’t the Problem: Attitudes about it are.

Respect. Realize. Reconsider. Ignorance is not bliss. 1 in 4 adults suffers from a diagnosable mental disorder each year.

As a mental health advocate, you know the importance of compassion and understanding. To be effective in empowering those with serious psychiatric illness, mental retardation and/or developmental disabilities, we must work together. With over 20 years in the mental health field, the Institute for Community Living is here when you need us, with:

- 85+ programs in Brooklyn, Manhattan, the Bronx, Queens and Montgomery County, PA
- Specialized housing options for adults, families and teens
- Mental health clinics
- Evidence-based treatment and best practice approaches
- HealthCare Choices, a clinic integrating medical and mental health care
- National and state recognition
- CARF 2007-2010 accreditation for community housing, therapeutic community and outpatient treatment programs

Call us any time, toll-FREE at: (888) 425-0501
or visit our website at: www.ICLinc.net
Assessing Racial Equity Impact in Mental Health Policymaking: Reflections and Recommendations

By Mimi Abramovitz, Sandra Bernabei, LCSW, Carmen Collado, LCSW, Robert Hawkins, Wayne Ho, MPP, Eri J. Kim, Larry Mandell, MSW, Jonathan Morgenstern, Gabriel Sayegh, Michael Stoller,

Racism has a long and unique history in the practice and policy of mental health in the United States. In colonial times, for example, it was a common belief that Blacks did not have the intellectual capacity to experience mental illness. In later periods runaway slaves were diagnosed with “drapetomania,” or flight from home madness, when they attempted to flee the “loving arms” of their master. In more enlightened times, we still see the stereotyping—more children of color enrolled in public schools are receiving medication for mental disorders, and mental health itself, operating on a social gradient where income and race predicts mental health outcomes. Striking disparities in mental health outcomes for people of color as compared to whites are documented in the 2001 Supplement to the Surgeon General’s Report on Mental Health.

Given the history of structural racism in the United States in general and in the mental health field in particular, racism is perpetuated at the micro and macro societal levels. It is important to recognize the consequent control inherent in the gatekeeping roles that social service agencies exercise in terms of access to resources and supports. The goal of achieving real equity requires no less than building anti-racism accountability into the very fabric of service provision.

It is with this goal in mind that agency executives, managers, and providers who completed the Undoing Racism™ Workshop conducted by the People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond convened as a group to advocate for the integration of anti-racism principles into mental health policy and service delivery. It is our goal to develop a framework to promote meaningful and equitable outcomes and advance organizational effectiveness.

Communities of color have been traditionally victimized by institutional bias and discrimination. Local budget and resource allocation practices are traditionally biased toward more affluent and white residents of local jurisdictions. By measuring the overall equity in a few representative areas, policymakers can advance anti-racism policy, spread the burden of regulation fairly, and help address historic patterns of institutional bias and discrimination. Likewise, agencies also have a responsibility to advance anti-racist policies and programs to better serve their clients.

Most social services including mental health services are funded by contracts issued by government agencies. Like most agencies, funding requirements and guidelines drive process and outcomes. Currently the Mayor’s Office for Contract Services is in the process of developing a universal New York City contract that governs the way all human services are provided within the City.

As the City moves forward in developing a universal approach to vetting human services contracts, we recommend that all contracts be evaluated through the lens of a racial impact assessment process. Since funding requirements and guidelines drive process and outcomes, the expectation of eliminating structural racism should be reflected in the language of all contracts and require that they include steps for engaging undoing racism activities and clear accountability statements relating to the goal of racial equity in outcomes.

Compliance with government contracts will enable policymakers to advance anti-racist policy and help address historic patterns of institutional bias and discrimination. Likewise, agencies will have a responsibility to advance anti-racist policies and programs to better serve their clients and promote racial equity. Policymakers, executives, managers, and service providers who serve as gatekeepers should consider several factors in developing policy and programs. One approach for developing and maintaining an anti-racist focus is to consider integrating racial impact statements into the pol icymaking and program development process. The Applied Research Center has proposed a series of questions to guide this process:

- Which communities carry the greatest burden if the policy is implemented? Which gain the most benefit?
- Will this proposed policy or program affect compliance with state, federal, and international anti-bias and anti-discrimination policies? In what ways?
- How will the policy or program affect access to livelihood (i.e., affordable housing, jobs, transportation, food access, medical care, school access and quality)?
- Will the policy or program compromise/improve quality of life? How and for whom?
- How does this policy or program change or maintain the status quo? If it maintains the racial or cultural status quo in some manner, is it still worth considering? Why? Why not?

While these five questions can generate much debate and disagreement in the policy decision-making and program development processes, we believe that a clear and thoughtful consideration of these areas will in the long term benefit those receiving mental health services and result in a more efficient and effective use of mental health resources. These questions alone, however, are only a beginning. A deeper and more meaningful commitment to equitable outcomes would require organizations to evaluate all dimensions of their infrastructures. To ensure racial equity at every level of decision making should include a re-examination of the organization’s vision and mission statements, board composition, operational policies and procedures, hiring practices and how they present themselves to their clients. For some agencies, for example, creating positive changes will mean a reconsideration of orientation programs for new employees to reflect an anti-racist agenda. Anti-racist training may be approached in a similar manner as mandated child-abuse training which is a requirement for state licensure for all professional groups that have contact with children.

Whether it is through compliance with government contracts or agency policy changes that leads to anti-racism in mental health, we believe that the overall result will be better mental health outcomes for clients of color. Therefore, following are suggested as key areas for governmental officials and agency administrators to consider in integrating anti-racist policies in the contracting process and implementing these in agency operational procedures and practices:

- All funding should require a racial impact analysis that considers the historical and structural nature of racism in mental health services.
- Public contracts should identify the elimination of the impact of historical and current racism as important.
- Leaders in agencies should recognize the importance of identifying and understanding the role of historical and current racism in mental health practice.
- Policymakers should establish accountability measures, such as community expert panels of community

see Policymaking on page 37
NEW BEGINNINGS BEGIN HERE.

The Jewish Board of Family and Children's Services (JBFCs) provides a comprehensive network of mental health and social services to people of all faiths, races, and cultures in greater New York City. Founded more than a century ago, JBFCs is a nonprofit and promotes well being, resilience, and self-sufficiency for individuals and families alike. For more information, visit JBFCs online at www.jbfc.org.
The Mental Health Needs of Special Populations

By Onaje Muid, MSW, Laura Smith, PhD, Michael Arsham, MSW, and Theresa Lacey, CASAC

The history of mental illness in the United States and in New York State in particular amongst special populations is a very complex one, having within it all the politics, economics of a hierarchal, power centric, race constructed society. What are the key issues for practitioners who wish to incorporate an antiracist/social justice analysis within their work with specific client populations? In the space of this article, we cannot fully address such broad topics as these, but we hope to propose some key issues for mental health practitioners working with particular populations: clients living in poverty, children in the welfare system, and the mentally ill incarcerated.

Clients Who Live in Poverty

People living in poverty are generally underserved by the mental health fields, both in terms of their access to services and also the ability of conventionally-trained mental health professionals to serve them usefully. As the result of Whites’ historical domination of American wealth-creation, people of color are disproportionately represented among people living in poverty, underscoring the fact that class-aware mental health practice must simultaneously be informed by an antiracist framework.

Appropriate services for poor communities begins with the acquisition of knowledge about structural oppression, social class, the race-class intersection, and poverty – training that many practitioners do not receive as part of their graduate curricula. Professionals can begin to attend to their own continuing education in this area through the work of scholars, listed in the resource bibliography, who have addressed the intersections of racism and classism. Moreover, when poverty and oppression are addressed, it often is presented from a “helping the needy” point of view. Certainly, there is nothing wrong with intentions to be helpful, but when practitioners are working with clients who occupy oppressed social locations, the idea of help is more complicated than may immediately be apparent. The opening quote directs us to a position that as humans we must assist each other’s well-being, such as members of a professional field, practitioners can furthermore initiate community-based interventions that feature actual activist components as they promote psychological well-being, such as participatory action research. Finally, as individuals and as members of a professional field, practitioners can organize and advocate with regard to public policy issues that affect all poor and working-class clients, such as participatory action research. In other words, when clients live in the context of oppression, true help must extend beyond charity to effect change in the edifice – in society itself.

How can practitioners incorporate antiracist, activist movement within their practice? To accomplish this clinicians must broaden that discourse and find meaning and practice that is aligned with an anti-racist agenda. It is suggested that after supplementing their own knowledge base with regard to the race-class intersection, they can work to analyze and modify their practices accordingly. Such reimagined anti-oppressive therapeutic models and techniques fall under the headings of multicultural, social justice, liberation, and/or emancipatory approaches, and include the Stone Center’s Relational-Cultural Therapy, multicultural counseling and psychotherapy and anti-oppressive social work practice. Such approaches incorporate therapeutic roles and techniques that directly challenge the power-over dynamics inherent in conventional therapeutic dyads as they subvert the voicelessness and internalized oppression that can accompany life in social location that are marginalized by both racism and classism. Practitioners can furthermore initiate community-based interventions that feature actual activist components as they promote psychological well-being, such as participatory action research. Finally, as individuals and as members of a professional field, practitioners can organize and advocate with regard to public policy issues that affect all poor and working-class clients, such as the replacement of the minimum wage with a living wage, and the rights of all human and nonhuman animals to be free from exploitation. In other words, when clients live in the context of oppression, true help must extend beyond charity to effect change in the edifice – in society itself.

Onaje Muid, MSW
Laura Smith, PhD
Michael Arsham, MSW
Theresa Lacey, CASAC
NewYork-Presbyterian Psychiatry

NewYork-Presbyterian Psychiatry provides a full continuum of expert diagnosis and treatment services for adults, adolescents, children and the elderly with psychiatric, neuropsychiatric, behavioral or emotional problems.
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Clinical Reflections on the Impact of Race and Racism on the Counselor/Client Relationship

By Joan Adams, LCSW, Bonnie Cushing, LCSW, Sandra Bernabei, LCSW, Gail Golden, EdD, LCSW, Jeff Hitchcock, MSW, Natania Kremer, LCSW, Jonathan McLean, LMSW, and Jordan Margolis, LCSW

This article was prepared in collaboration with an interracial group of mental health providers practicing in a variety of public and private mental health settings. Each clinician has completed the PISAB Undoing Racism Workshop™ and does antiracist organizing in their various settings.

In July 2006 the American Psychiatric Association Board of Trustees approved a Resolution against Racism and Racial Discrimination and Their Adverse Impacts on Mental Health. This resolution was prepared by the Committee of Black Psychiatrists of the Council of Minority Mental Health and Health Disparities and states in part that:

“Racism and racial discrimination adversely affect mental health by diminishing the victim’s self-image, confidence and optimal mental functioning.” “Racism also renders the perpetrator unprepared for the 21st century society that is becoming increasingly multicultural and global.”

“The APA and its members should be mindful of the existence and impact of racism and racial discrimination in the lives of patients and their families, in clinical encounters, and in the development of mental health services.”

We understand that mental health theories, practice models and service delivery systems are constructed in the context of white Western norms and values. Therefore, racist power structures that exist in societal institutions, including health and mental health care, contribute to the structural racism affecting people of color, and especially poor people of color who are often seen in public mental health settings.

In order to provide culturally competent, anti-racist mental health services clinicians and supervisors need the following:

Knowledge about the history of race and racism, and their manifestations, understanding of white skin privilege and how it advantages and empowers white clinicians and contributors to a power differential between white clinicians and clients of color, and familiarity with racial identity development theories developed by various and clinical and counseling psychology theorists. Many of these are anchored in the pioneering work of Cross and Helms. Two other important areas of knowledge are Sue’s work on racial micro aggressions and Learsy’s work on Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome. It is also important to understand the relationship among race/culture and class, gender, sexual orientation, class, age, religion/spirituality and various forms of structural oppression.

Recognizing manifestations of racism in mental health is also essential. Gail Golden in her article “Retooling Mental Health Models for Racial Relevance” examines ways in which “most mental health theories have failed to incorporate an analysis of societal oppression into their understanding of human behavior.” Accordingly, this failure has disadvantaged members of marginalized groups by measuring their behavior against what has been established as “Eurocentric and privileged notions of normal.” This perpetuates a “diagnosis industry that inaccurately characterizes people of color from a perspective of deficits and pathologies. Resultantly, people of color are as misunderstood and “damaged by the Mental Health System as they are by every other system in this country.”

Self awareness about our racial/cultural identity and our experience of racism is necessary. Clinicians of color and white clinicians must know their assumptions, values, vulnerabilities, privilege and power around race, and understand the dynamics and implications of internalized racial superiority and internalized racial inferiority for the therapeutic relationship.

Understanding the client in terms of their specific experience of race, culture, class, racism and other forms of social oppression; including an understanding of how white skin privilege affects white clients and their families. A holistic understanding of clients includes the interaction of their psychological and interpersonal issues, their social identities and their experience of racism and other oppressions. In order to understand the client the clinician should include questions about race and culture, its import and impact in assessments with all clients -white and clients of color, and routinely explore the impact of race and racism in all treatment planning, development of therapeutic alliances, and in supervision and case conferences.

The following examples from the work of the contributing authors illustrate the positive outcomes of incorporating Anti-racist approaches in clinical practice.

Sandra Bernabei shared the following feedback illustrating some of the dynamics that emerge in the therapeutic relationship between white therapists and client of color:

“I have been in therapy in the past, but working with you was the first time I felt really understood in a social context larger than my immediate personal life. Balancing my personal stuff alongside the larger social justice issues I care about will be an ongoing challenge, but I thank you for helping me to build a framework for this.”

Jordan Margolis described the difficulty a young white male therapist had engaging an older African-American man in family therapy.

The client, the father in the family, commented as he walked from the waiting room, “where are you taking me – the gas chamber? Recall that the client had recently been released from prison, the therapist stated “I may be white but I’m not a prison guard.” The client seemed to sit down comfortably, and asked “Really? Are you so sure about that? One thing you have to understand is that I naturally put up a wall.” “Well,” said the therapist, “I won’t try to change your mind.”

The therapist did not acknowledge to himself his defensive position. Since he did not know how to move the conversation forward, he asked a general question about the client’s experience as a Black man without directly addressing the feelings and interaction in the room. The client obliged the therapist with an intellectual, rational response that also maintained the barrier between them. He did not continue the therapy beyond the first few sessions.

It was not until several years later, after the therapist attended an Undoing Racism Workshop™ and began to read and have dialogues about race, power and ethnic identity, that he understood more clearly the elephant in the treatment room that was not addressed in the work with this African American family. For example, the therapist had an increased understanding of the cumulative impact of structural racism on the client, the client’s understandable mistrust of an unknown white male therapist, whose presence embodied white privilege and white power in society, the therapist’s discomfort with his white skin privilege and the therapist’s lack of experience having authentic cross-racial conversation about race and racism. In the engagement process, the therapist might have opened a dialogue by validating the client’s concern about how he would be treated by a white man, and stating that the therapist was aware of the unequal resources and opportunities available to white and Black people in the society. This opening could have made space for the client to bring himself more fully into the therapeutic encounter.

As we strive to provide anti-racist mental health treatment, there are a number of questions we might ask ourselves:

What norms and values do we use as markers of good mental health? Do we place a high value on individuated separation from family, competitiveness and the importance of acquiring material goods? Do we undervalue strong connections to family and community, cooperativeness and the importance of relational and spiritual resources?

Additional questions we can ask ourselves were posed by Gail Golden in the previously cited article:

How might African Americans deal with their anger towards a white person in a mental health setting? What is socially sanctioned and what is not? Do our diagnostic categories help or hurt people? Are they flexible enough or elastic enough to incorporate experiences of oppression? When making assessments, are we able to identify the resilience and assets of people who are not like ourselves?

Our discussion suggests clinicians can improve their clinical practice and mental health outcomes for all clients by increasing their knowledge about race and racism, self-awareness, understanding of clients and recognition of manifestations of racism in mental health. Here are three avenues for continued learning and development:

see Reflections on page 34
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unconscious, into the treatment relationship?

Julie List: When clients who have internalized racism come into treatment—especially poor clients of color with no job, often no decent housing or healthcare—they’re feeling powerless. In addition, there’s a hierarchy in the therapeutic relationship. The white therapist has the power by virtue of color, education or class. Clients will react to the same experience inside the therapy room that they experience outside the therapy room, unless the clinician has the proper training and awareness. I think if you don’t acknowledge this difference between the clinician and the client in treatment, and the client continues to act on the basis of the internalization of superiority and inferiority, then the treatment is a lie. If not a lie, then it is certainly inauthentic.

Alan Siskind: What makes this so complicated, of course, is that the client is coming in with a presenting issue and it’s so easy for the clinician to not consider the impact of something like internalized racism or the experience of being oppressed and acknowledge it in the assessment and in helping the client address the problem. We as professionals have to think about the impact of racism on all aspects of our clients’ lives as challenging as that may be. And we must be aware of our own agendas. For white therapists the agenda is often the therapist’s guilt and other distortions of perception that come from their own internalized feelings of racial superiority. The guilt can get in the way of really hearing and understanding the client.

Kalima De Suze: Yes, I’ve seen that guilt, where therapists over-identify with structural racism and the therapeutic relationship becomes patronizing. That kind of false solidarity with people is just as damaging.

Alan Siskind: Assessment is complicated, even more complicated when you acknowledge the role of racism in both the client’s and therapist’s (white or of color) lives.

Billy Jones: My first analyst was white and as an African-American medical resident in psychiatry I recognized a lot of difference between me and him: his color, certainly his power, education and class. Yes, the client rarely brings those differences out in treatment but it’s important for the therapist to help bring them out. Through a number of life experiences I returned to analysis years later and this time with a black analyst. And while there weren’t a lot of differences I did feel freer with the black analyst if only because he understood my language, like when I referred to my grandmother as Big Mama, which I’d have to explain to the white analyst but which instantly communicated an image to the black analyst.

Peter Beitchman: Peter, how do you see this playing out in the mental health services provided in the Asian community?

Peter Yee: My experience is quite different. We’ve been exploring the issues of racism and difference to empower clients. In the Asian Community the culture is so different. New immigrants come to treatment only as a last resort. In fact, the Chinese culture believes “the more pain you endure the more virtuous you are.” The idea of empowerment is a new concept. So when someone comes for help it is to address something very concrete. We tell our clinicians and doctors to prominently display their credentials, which are respected; an equal therapeutic alliance based on acknowledging difference is a foreign idea. The racism that is felt is the racism against our community as a whole—the lack of resources, long waiting lists, and gaps in services. For example, there is no supervised mental health housing for people who speak Chinese or Korean.

Billy Jones: So what we’re saying is there are different manifestations of racism in mental health services: in the relationship between those who treat the client and within the system of funding and the structure of services. Basically, when I was at the City Department of Mental Health, for a host of reasons, we could not start with assessing need in various
The Impact of Race and Racism on Mental Health Outcomes

By Andrea Harnett-Robinson, ACSW, LCSW
Kimberley Richards, EdD
Milda Vega-Cardona, MS
Ben Kohl, PhD, LCSW-C

Achiving positive mental health outcomes in the context of race and racism begins with awareness and action. Clinicians are motivated to relieve negative symptoms and support well-being; however their work rarely promotes anti-racist values such as Learning from History; Sharing Culture; Developing Leadership; Analyzing Power; Networking; Maintaining Accountability; Gatekeeping; Organizing, and Undoing Internalized Racial Oppression. The contributing authors to this article focus our attention on the multiple realities for people who seek help. We become aware of the myriad of ways to create an anti-racist environment and the actions necessary to reach that goal.

Armed with research findings that illustrate “the over-diagnosis, misdiagnosis and under-diagnosis of mental disorders in people of color,” Ben Kohl provides the broader context and helps us define a model of anti-racist clinical practice. He argues that if the intent is to improve mental health outcomes, anti-racist principles must be integrated with clinical treatment. His insights remind us, that our clinical work does not have to contribute to racial oppression, and sets the stage for learning how to better serve people of color. He asserts “we must not only meet clients where they are, but listen and create opportunities for them to tell us where we are.”

In “They Spoke about the Things that bothered them,” Milda Vega-Cordova invites us to listen to the dialogues of several women who participated in a long-term research group that focused on the disparities in women’s physical and mental health in several communities in the Bronx, New York. We learn from the women’s narratives about the blatant aggressions and micro-aggressions they experienced from systems that claimed to help them. They tell of the careless assumptions made by mental hygiene professionals that caused them further hardships. When the dialogue ends, many of us wonder how we may have unknowingly contributed to the racial oppression of our clients.

Kimberley Richards’ contribution, “Community Sage,” helps us to see how a wise woman guided her family, her community and local institutions to health by using anti-racist principles. Looking through a different lens, we see community leaders like Ms. Richards, as true organizers, a traditional/non-professionalized clinician, and a natural leader.

What Does Anti-racist Clinical Practice Look Like?

Clinical social workers treat the mental, behavioral and emotional disorders of individuals, families and groups using numerous modalities and theoretical orientations. Most of us are trained to assess the biopsychosocial needs of individuals and provide interventions that embrace a person-in-environment perspective. While clinical treatment can ameliorate symptoms and empower clients to manage mental illness, it often has little to do with an essential anti-racist principle: organizing. Mental health and sociological outcomes, such as the misdiagnosis of people of color and disproportional representation of children of color in foster care, reflect the need to integrate anti-racist organizing principles with clinical practice.

As the AntiRacist Alliance gained momentum in New York City and increasing numbers of social work practitioners and educators attended the Undoing Racism workshop many of us struggled with how to integrate what we were learning into clinical practice. The workshops resonated with our values, renewed and deepened our awareness of the impact of the race construct on our lives, and began to change the language we used to understand our profession. We also began to understand the limitations of the treatment models we subscribed to and how the service delivery systems we worked for often perpetuated systemic racism. As we recognized our role as gatekeepers, and endeavored to increase our accountability in dismantling the race construct we were challenged to integrate the skills and tools we used in our profession with the call to organize.

One place to begin is in organizing our educational and training structures to teach racial self-awareness before cultural knowledge. Our field has done a remarkable job in indentifying norms and values that need to be understood in order to engage assess and treat people from specific ethnic and marginalized groups. However, without an awareness of how practitioners’ social identity group memberships impact the dynamics of helping relationships, culturally specific knowledge is less likely to have traction in clinical practice. Research I conducted at the Jewish Board of Family and Children’s Services associated significantly higher multicultural knowledge scores with clinicians who had attained a threshold of racial self-awareness. This suggests that clinicians who understand this county’s race-based power arrangement are more likely to seek out and integrate culturally specific knowledge needed for effective practice.

An important caveat is that racial self-awareness (and this was especially true for white practitioners in the sample) leveled off and even decreased over time unless clinicians had been involved in further training or projects with outcomes related to dismantling racism. This finding emphasizes the importance of understanding antiracism as an ongoing process with the need for regular “tune-ups.”

Even when clinicians have a healthy level of racial self-awareness, and are knowledgeable of the backgrounds and lived-experiences of the people they are helping, consumers of mental health services still need to be engaged in a therapeutic relationship before they can be accurately diagnosed and successfully treated. When clinicians are able to integrate an understanding of the race construct into their practice many clients will more freely relate their problems of living and current attempts to solve them. How do we organize clinical practice to more effectively engage consumers?

One way to begin is by analyzing how power is retained in our clinical settings. The magazines and art in our waiting rooms, questions on our client satisfaction surveys, and level of consumer involvement on our advisory committees are necessary, but not the client ways we can engage the community participation and flatten hierarchy in service delivery. Antiracist clinical practice must also embrace who and how we hire and the resources we assign to supervision. We need to invest in ongoing training not just to serve the community, but whenever possible to be trained by the community. In the clinical hour as in the management of our programs we must not only meet the clients where they are, but listen and create opportunities for them to tell us where they think we are. The following narratives give us important insights into how to do this.

They Spoke About Things that Burdened Them

These narratives from women using mental health services shared incidents that made them feel shame, less than and abused. At times, there were deafening silences in our meetings and at other times overwhelming, unstoppable laughter shook the room. The women that joined us were the leaders, the strong advocates, the victims and the survivors of what we saw as the disparities in women’s health and mental health services. Because of what they experienced, they came together to help us create something “different.” For six years we heard their stories, and worked together to build a strong net that would work for them. In the end we developed a national model, “Community Center of Excellence in Women’s Health”, that was funded by the Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of Women’s Health. The following are a sampling of the narratives that helped shape health and mental health services that were accountable
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with a fusillade of N----, N-----. over and over again. Scratch us even a little bit and the prejudices of race well up. Noted mental health practitioner, Dr. Alan Siskind says: “It is critically important to recognize race-based traumatic stress and not ignore its psychological and emotional impact even though there are numerous pressures to deny or underestimate the impact of it. As David Billings notes, race is so definitive in our lives that it pervasively defines the context in which we live. Mary Pender-Greene has, poignantly, noted that “being a person of color is a full-time job.” The trauma of racial discrimination creates poorer self-image, poorer living conditions, and poorer access to health and mental health services. This is true even as the socio-political and economic context in which people of color live creates greater need for these services. In addition, there is the unexamined and accepted myriad of health issues created by the traumatic stress of racism, there is strong consensus that there are greater levels of anxiety, depression, suicidality and somatization among those impacted by racism. There is, as well, a wide range of psychological issues that exist as a result of the need to continually adapt to greater deprivations, e.g., poorer services, poorer housing, poorer education, and generally poorer access to those opportunities that get positively defined in our society.” Alan Siskind is the former CEO of the Jewish Board of Family and Children’s Services in New York City. He is now in private practice and a consultant in the field of Mental Health.

The 2008 election of the nation’s first African American president painted a striking and contradictory picture of America’s core fears and attitudes on race. On the one hand, people of all races cheered in an emotional frenzy—a sort of racial celebration. On the other, we are a people scarred by race for so many generations that the thought of equity across race lines brings out the worst in the American character. Race is a mental health issue. It has been since the nation’s founding. European immigrants seeking greater personal freedoms and promises of possible land ownership, wealth accumulation and participation in the body politic, would find the continent already inhabited. Race would be used as one of the primary reasons that the “Indians” could be removed from their ancestral homes and shunted off to reservations and excluded from the nation’s social contract. These striking dichotomies created a nation fragmented by race categories that tore asunder ideals of equity and democracy. Some of the greatest visionaries of their age or any other age founded the United States of America. Names like Jefferson, Washington, and Franklin symbolize the democratic ideal and the potential of a people to self-govern. Yet, Jefferson and Washington were slave owners. Africans formed the base of their incredible wealth. When Washington married Martha Ball, their combined wealth from the enslavement of Africans made them one of the richest families in the United States. Even Benjamin Franklin, himself not an owner of enslaved Africans, hoped for a country that would exclude Africans and “tawnys” and become a nation of “lovely white.” This contradictory state of mind about race created a mental and moral disconnect that robbed both the persecuted and the persecutor of their humanity. What Gunnar Myrdal called in 1932 the “American Dilemma.” The psychologist Frances Cress Welsing will claim America is race. She will quote her mentor, Neely Fuller, that “in America, if you do not understand racism, what it is and how it is manifested, then all that you think you understand will only tend to confuse you.” Community activist and anti-racist trainer with The People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond, Margery Freeman reflects on the role of Mental Health services in communities of color: “Mental health care is driving my people crazy!” When I first heard my colleague Barbara Major say that at a health clinic she directed in an African American community in New Orleans 20 years ago, I laughed
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Parents in Texas prohibited their school children from participating in a webinar where the President of the United States urged students to stay in school and make good grades. This is the ruse of race. On the one hand we prize freedom and liberty and the notion that we are all one people. On the other, we are a people scared by race for so many generations that the thought of equity across race lines brings out the worst in the American character.
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people of color have held a long and often damaging relationship with mental health researchers, practitioners, and policymakers. Throughout the colonized history of the United States, the mental health of Native Americans, Africans, Asians, Latinos, Pacific Islanders, and other groups of color have been seen as mentally ill or not by a one-way comparison of whites. In addition to those bias comparisons, people of color, especially African Americans have historically been wrongly diagnosed for mental disorders, under-treated, overmedicated, experimented upon, and have had their culture, race, and ethnicity used against them in the name of mental health research. Through his 1976 book Even the Rat was White: A Historical View of Psychology, Dr. Robert Guthrie brought to the world’s attention what psychologists of color already knew: that many psychological theories and ideas regarding human behavior and personality were deeply rooted in racism. Harriet A. Washington, an expert in medical ethics, also documents the haunting history of the mistreatment at the hands of mental health researchers and experts by African Americans and people of mix race in her book Medical Apartheid.

Mental Health disparities have existed for centuries, although some of the earliest research to pay attention to meaningful differences in services was published in 1974 by Stanley Sue, Herman McKinney, David Allen, and Juanita Hall in the Journal of Counseling and Clinical Psychology. This study highlighted the reality that African Americans and whites have different experiences in the mental health system. The study found that the mental health system was not equipped to serve African Americans. Similar research has found other cultural and ethnic groups also have similar experiences with the mental health system living them out and using the white, European model as the standard for positive mental health. While Native Americans and other groups have suffered from mistreatment in mental health research, Asian Americans, too, have been victims. With the stereotype of the model minority, Asian Americans have been overlooked in mental health. Further, according to researchers examining data from the National Latino and Asian American Study (NLAAS), Asian Americans show a low level of mental health services use. Low use, however, does not mean that the need does not exist, instead there may be structural, cultural, social, and personal barriers that limit mental health services use. According to the Surgeon General’s Report on Mental Health: Culture, Race and Ethnicity (2001), living in poverty has measurable effects on the rates of mental illness. These effects are proportionately seen among low-income people of color. Research from the National Council of Science (2000) concluded that economic disadvantages have a long-term effect on the mental health and overall development of children. This and other research suggests that poverty constrains development in a way that forces low-income children in a limited box while non-poor children develop in a spacious playground. If left unchecked or ignored into adulthood, what this translates to is that low-income people of color are at least 2-3 times more likely than white, non-poor individuals to experience a mental disorder.

Low-income people of color are often placed in a spatial cycle where ecological factors increases the probability of mental health stress, yet this same environment limits their access to prevention and intervention services. Lack of jobs, limited access to education and transportation, low-resourced and sometimes dangerous neighborhoods are just some of the factors that directly contribute to poverty and at least indirectly contribute to the higher reported rates of mental illness in low-income people of color. While this higher rate of mental disorder can be linked to poverty, these factors do not work alone and are confounded by racism, microaggressions, lack of access to care, prevention, and early intervention, and over diagnosis based on race, ethnicity, and culture. Lack of access to care is especially important as prevention and early intervention measures can save the need for more chronic mental health conditions. It is important for researchers to remember, too, that these ecological factors may have risk elements, but potential resilient or more positive elements as well. Cultural factors that contribute to resilience and coping in stressful situations should not be ignored. Several studies document the resilience of often low-income children of color who have been placed at risk, who overcome their adversity and strive. While the comprehensive nature of racism and mental health is rarely studied, neither do we as researchers examine closely enough the mental health and complicating issues of those society has placed at risk. In research greater attention should be paid to the role of race and social position in mental health. Below we make six recommendations that we believe that mental health researchers should pay greater attention: • The role of race and racism in current mental health treatment facilities; • The role that racism, discrimination, and microaggressions play in people of color’s desire to receive and accept mental health treatment; • The short and long-term effects of discrimination and microaggressions on the mental health of people of color; • The role that neighborhood and other environmental factors contribute to the overrepresentation of people of color in receiving mental health treatment; • How racism experienced by parents affects the mental health of their children; • The role of resilience in low-income people of color and how that resilience can be fostered.

While race and racism has been a part of mental health for decades if not centuries, researchers have not fully embraced studying these phenomena. Funding mechanisms for research on race/racism and mental health are rare and specific interventions are rarer still. As with the general population, it has been easier to ignore the effects of race and racism on mental health. Researchers need to take a comprehensive look at how these issues affect mental health and move toward a more in-depth analysis.
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I n looking at organizational infra-
structures and the challenges in-
volved in bringing about antiracist 
change, we invited leaders of not-
for-profit health and human service organi-
zations to describe their experiences, and 
share what they have learned about what is 
required for transforming organiza-
tional and administrative structures as 
they pursued an anti-racism agenda in 
their respective agencies. They speak from 
several different perspectives and in 
different voices. These differences are 
 preserved so that each writer can reach the 
many audiences that make up the Mental Health News readership.

Paul Levine, LCSW 
Executive Vice President and CEO 
JBFCS

Where does the not-for-profit sector 
start in transforming organizational and 
administrative structures to address race and racism? My experience, as a senior administrator and executive of a large not-
for-profit, is you start with the organiza-
tion’s mission. This means starting as 
close to practice as possible.

For mental health organizations that 
means the therapeutic relationship, which 
is built on honesty, trust and mutual respect 
between helper and client. Of course, the 
relationship itself is always affected by 
the power equation and the feelings the patient 
engenders in the therapist. So it is not surpris-
ing that the feelings between the “partners” 
in treatment would eventually require fac-
ing race and racism. When the patient and 
therapist are of different races, how can 
they forge a successful treatment relation-
ship if race is not on the table for discus-
sion? If mental health organizations are to 
be true to their missions, race must be ad-
dressed as part of the therapeutic relation-
ship. This is the beginning of understand-
ing and addressing accountability.

Fundamental to accountability is de-
veloping ways of working that involve service consumers and the community in 
their own care, and responding to their 
definitions of need and relationship. Ad-
dressing racism and developing ways to 
be responsive and accountable to com-
unities of color is the clinical case that 
must be made to staff and board members. It is why we need to gain broad 
support at all levels of the agency, which 
is the major – and exhausting -- effort it 
takes to deal with race.

Following this, is enhancing the or-
ganizational capacity for cultural aware-
ness related to group identification. Peo-
ple want to be understood and met with 
empathy, especially when taking the risk 
to expose fears, symptoms, and personal 
feelings. To walk into an organization 
where some of the staff look like you and 
speak your language encourages hope and confidence that you will be understood in 
the treatment process. The patient, of course, is 
 crucial. Understanding the depth and com-
plexity of how racism self perpetuates amongst white people – while producing the same deleterious effects – is probably the single most important rea-
son for us to continue to move forward. Once under-
stood, anti-racism becomes an ethical and 
mandate. Power dynamics shape racism, which is better understood when called “white supremacy.” Power dynam-
ics must be voluntarily shifted in order to 
proceed. For example, no program or other 
initiative should be conceived with-
out collective input from the group to be 
erved. “Not in our name – without us!” 
Every policy and process must be looked at 
with questions. “Does this favor white peo-
ples, center on norms culturally specific to 
the dominant culture?”

Accountability also requires an honest 
assessment of systems power within the organization. Who is making program 
design decisions? Who has access to de-
cision-makers? Whose culture and race is 
represented within the administrative man-
agement team and board of directors? How 
are the diverse staff members at the ser-
dvice delivery level of the hierarchy being 
prepared to move into leadership roles 
over time? Does the organization’s strate-
gic plan reflect methods to ensure that 
the communities served will be reflected at 
different levels throughout the organiza-
tion within a 5-10 year span?

Finally, we come to the “business 
case” for an organization’s transformation toward antiracist practice. Developing 
sensitivity and accountability regarding race and diversity promotes trust among 
our clients and community members, and 
that is not part of the dominant culture. In turn, in-
creased trust among communities served 
increases the organization’s standing as a 
preferred provider and strengthens its 
competitive edge.

In sum, we must start by making the 
case in all three of these areas – enhanced 
clinical capacity, increased cultural aware-
ness, and good business practices -- if we 
are to successfully transform our organiza-
tions toward antiracist practice.

Phyllis Frank 
Assistant Executive Director, VCS

When predominantly white organiza-
tions wish to earn the description, “anti-
racist,” a commitment of time, focus and 
energy towards this goal must become 
daily fare. That is the long . . . and the short 
story of antiracism. Many of the great intentions, 
ever get there. It is not easy and there is no single path to follow. 
Training alone, although a good start, is 
not adequate. To begin, whoever it is that has 
the antiracism responsibility needs to gain 
the support of the agency’s leadership; many of 
the great intentions, even get there. It is not 
easy and there is no single path to follow. 
Training alone, although a good start, is 
not adequate. To begin, whoever it is that has 
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Challenges of Black Males with Mental Illness

By Maurice Lacey, LMSW, MS Ed, CASAC, Executive Director
Faith Mission Crisis Center, Inc.

This entry is focused on the mental health issues among Black males and the challenge of dealing with race and racism in mental health agencies. Because of the extensiveness of need, combined with stereotyping that is perhaps unique to this population, and notable gaps in culturally appropriate services, special consideration is given to Black males as an added special population of concern. Further, the mental health needs of Black males are a mirror reflection of those of the special populations discussed earlier.

The Scope of the Problem

Approximately 25% of American adults experience a mental health or substance use disorder in any given year. However, only a fraction of those affected will be properly diagnosed and receive care. For Black males and their families, the consequences of neglected mental health needs are devastating. Our prisons are bursting at the seams with mentally ill Black men. Failure to address mental health issues among Black men often leads to substance use or relapse, job loss, various social and family crises. Finding care that is affordable, respectful, and accessible is a major challenge for African Americans in general and for black males in particular.

Suicide rates are creeping up each year. For example, over the last twenty years, suicide rates among black males between ages 15 and 19 increased 114%. Suicide is currently the third leading cause of death among black males between fifteen and twenty four years of age.

Despite the extensiveness of need, there are a dearth of agencies that are sensitive, familiar and capable of dealing with the needs of Black males suffering from mental illness and its accompanying problems. Nor do these agencies have sufficient therapist of color to effectively engage or retain Black males in therapy over extended periods. Further, mental health is still a taboo subject for Black men. They suffer in relative silence. Overall, there is very strong stigma and shame in the Black community associated with mental health problems generally. This stigma and shame is generated from culture, and for males exacerbated by cultural norms and expectations of masculinity, and the socio-political environment.

Black men are not exempt from perceived threats to their masculinity. Like other men in American society Black men have learned to place an emphasis on independence, competitiveness, emotional stoicism and self-control. In fact, there is hyper masculinity present in younger Black males to deal with societal emasculation. This hyper masculinity often mask’s problems in daily living. It’s called “fronting” among urban youth. These are but some of the factors contributing to low service utilization rates, racial, and gender disparities in mental health outcomes.

What’s race got to do with it?

There is a fragile relationship between the Black community and the mental health services sector. On one hand there is mistrust, doubt, confusion, and on the other fear, misinterpretation, and racism. Research clearly shows that in medical and mental health, Black Americans have poorer access to care, quality of treatment, and outcomes than whites. For Black males, these inadequacies are even more pronounced.

The staffs in some mental health agencies are often wary of the black males, have limited insight into their lives, and lack the skill sets to deal with the volume and complexity of problems Black males face. The situation is fuelled by prejudice, misunderstanding, misconceptions and sometimes overt racism. A major problem is that mental health agencies have limited Black clinicians and program managers.

Nationally the numbers of black male psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers are dismal. New York State is no exception to this reality. Increasing the presence of Black males in clinical and managerial positions is a pressing need. Professional schools can contribute to this effort by developing outreach and marketing strategies that are appealing to the career interests of Black males, and also ensure that curriculum offerings are designed to support their retention and success in these programs once enrolled.

White led agencies have an important role to play in ensuring an appropriate representation of Black males in staffing patterns and to increasing the availability of culturally appropriate services. Unfortunately, however, too many of these agencies have not used their considerable platform and resources to raise awareness about how racism creates obstacles to both proper diagnosis and treatment for Black males with mental illness or to increase the number of males of color in key staff positions. Therefore, there must be a commitment amongst these agencies to on-going training that goes beyond cultural competence and include addressing the structural racism present in mental health agencies as in all other American institutions.

Dr. Alvin Poussaint, Harvard psychiatrist, says “one reason African-Americans may not seek out professional help is because only about 2.3% of all psychiatrists in the United States are African American.” Therefore the perception is that the “therapist” - “Doctor” or “counselor” will...
The VNSW Mental Health Home Care Program provides:

- Adjunct service to community mental health programs
- Structure in the home environment.
- Assistance with home management focusing on inadequate levels of functioning, hygiene issues and compliance with medication regimen.
- Administration of I.M. long-acting psychotropics.
- Liaison with the community treatment team informing them of changes and important symptoms that may indicate decompensation or need for changes in the treatment plan.
- On-going assessment of all health needs relevant to the individual’s diagnoses.
- Consultative services for the individual whose primary diagnosis is medical/surgical in nature, however, due to difficulty coping with illness, requires mental health intervention.
- Coordinated home care services for non-compliant individuals and those with complex combined mental health/physical needs that present ongoing problems.

Program Features

- Facilitate psychiatric care from in-patient to home & community
- Prevent in-patient psychiatric hospitalization
- Decrease symptoms & improving functional ability
- Improve knowledge base about medications, illness, coping & staying well
- Improve medication compliance
- Access community services

The Big Picture

Visiting Nurse Services in Westchester (VNSW) believes in a holistic, broad approach to the treatment of mental illness, addressing the “whole person’s” life circumstances and environment. VNSW fields nurses with advanced psychiatric training, and in some cases, advanced degrees in related fields. The staff provides home visits for assessment, evaluation and development of a treatment plan with interventions related to mental health issues in conjunction with medical/surgical needs. This program meets the total health care requirements of individuals utilizing a case management approach led by a psychiatric nurse specialist. Adjunct services complementing the mental health component include psychiatric social workers, home health aides, medical/surgical nurses and relevant rehabilitation therapies.

The program serves the elderly, adults, adolescents and children.

To receive further information or make a patient referral, contact:

Lisa Sioufas, LCSW-R, ACSW • Mental Health Program Manager (914) 682 1480, Extension 648 • o mail: MentalHealth@vns.org

Visiting Nurse Westchester
360 Mamaroneck Ave.
White Plains, NY
1-888-FOR-VNSW
www.vns.org

VNSW services are covered by Medicare, Medicaid and other health insurance plans.
have had the good fortune over most of the past two decades to par-
ticipate in the vast effort made by the Mental Health Association
movement to make life better for people with mental illness, especially those who are disabled and rejected by society.

There are two tremendously important symbols of the Mental Health Associa-
tion. One is a bell modeled on the Liberty Bell. Historically, it was used as the logo of the Mental Health Associations every-
where. But it is more than a logo. Years ago the national MHA forged a real bell from “shackles and chains” that had been restrai-
ned to retrain people with mental illness in the institutions. This is what we have come from—a time when people whose serious mental
illnesses were housed in “asylums” and “hospitals” not worthy of their names, places where terrifying restraints, where harsh treatments that we now know to be inhumane, were employed. There were squalid, cruel, and often dangerous single room occu-
pancy hospitals and in adult homes—places where terrifying restraints, where physi-

cal, verbal, and sexual abuse were day-to-
day facts of life. The bell symbolizes the rights of people with psychiatric disabilities—their right to be recognized as human beings, their right to be treated with dignity and respect, and their right to liberty. It also symbolizes hope—hope for a decent quality of life, hope for satisfying and meaningful lives, and hope to overcome the horrors of acute madness, which have plagued the human species from its very beginnings.

The second symbol of the Mental Health Association movement is its found-
er, Clifford Beers, a man who spent three terrible years in mental hospitals in the first decade of the 20th century, a man who was abused by the people who were supposed to care for him, a man who developed a grandiose dream while in the hospital to create a national and international movement to humanize the treatment of people with mental illness, and a man who realized his dream when he finally was able to leave the hospital and return to life in the community. Beers is the best possible symbol of the potential of people with mental illness and of the hope for recovery. He is a symbol as well of the power of advocacy and of the obligation we have as human beings to reject abuse and neglect of those who are mentally ill, to reject warehous-
ing them in institutions and denying them a life in the community, and to insist on their acceptance in the communities where they choose to live.

Symbols, of course, are not actualities. High moral feelings are not achievements. And so we have to ask, what has become of the half century that Beers spanned out in the first four decades of the 20th Century? The answer is that there has been remark-
able achievement. Yes, there is much left to be done, but we can still take pride in what the field of mental health accomplished in the second half of the 20th century—after Beers had died.

Sadly, he died in a psychiatric hospital (fortunately a good one) in the early

1940s during a period when people with mental illness in state hospitals suffered some of the worst abuses in the history of the United States because of the Depres-
sion and World War II. It brings to mind a poem by Robert Frost called “Death of The Hired Man” about a man who, having nowhere else to go at the end of his life, returns to a farm where he had once worked. He is de-
scribed as a man who “has nothing to look backward to with pride and nothing to look forward to with hope.” And he was not welcomed. Beers returned at the end of his life to a hospital that took him in with great respect for his remarkable achieve-
ments. Unlike the hired hand, Beers had much to look backward to with pride and much to look forward to with hope, not for himself but for the field he had helped to shape.

We too can look back with pride and forward with hope. Since the middle of the 20th century, the mental health system has been transformed, much in the image Beers envisioned, from an insti-
tution-based system to a community-based system. We should be proud of that fundamental transformation, and we should be careful not to diminish the magnitude of this achievement even as we confront a myriad of major chal-
enges to improve life for children whose growing up is interrupted and distorted by serious emotional distur-
bances, for adults trying to build lives for themselves despite psychiatric dis-
abilities, and for older adults who fre-
quently face emotional and cognitive barriers to aging well. We should not lose our sense of pride in what we have achieved even as we pursue major struc-
tural change so as to become what is strangely called “patient-centered” and "recovery oriented." (Imagine how mysterious those terms are to people outside our field.) We should not lose our pride even as we reshape our con-
ception of what a mental HEALTH sys-
tem should be, from a system that is just about mental illness to a system that also helps people to be mentally and physically healthy and to live well.

Think of what we have accomplished. We have made it possible for hundreds of thousands of people with mental illnesses who at one time would have been institutionalized to live where they prefer to live—in the community.

But wait. The critics ask: how many are homeless, how many are in prison, how many are in nursing homes or adult homes?

We need to answer. And mental health policy will have to be transformed again to end warehousing in shelters and the use of jails and prisons and nursing and adult homes as substitutes for asylums. More and more people must be enabled to live decent lives in communities of their choice. But it is still true and important that many people with serious mental illnesses are living outside of institutions, have ac-

tess to decent care, and are pursuing lives that are satisfying and meaningful. That, as you know, did not happen at the beginning of the transformation from institution-based to community-based care. Deinstitutionalization—the first phase to put services in place to help people with psychiatric disabilities need.

During the most aggressive period of deinstitutionalization, from 1968 to 1973 when the population of New York’s state hospitals dropped from 80,000 to 40,000, people leaving did not become homeless. That happened later. But those who could not manage on their own and who did not return to their families lived in squalid and often dangerous single room occupancy hotels and in adult homes—many (but not all) as scandalous then as they were recurrently revealed to be over subsequent decades. Decades later, treat-
ment was available in the community for people discharged from state hospi-
tals, and what was available was gener-
ally of very poor quality. In 1978 the concept of community support was introduced. It was a simple idea. People with serious and persistent mental illness need support to lead safe, tolerable lives in the community. They need housing, and they need rehabilitation and case management as well as good outpatient treatment and access to brief inpatient care in their local communities.

This is still the fundamental vision of mental health policy in America, and it has driven tremendous positive changes over the past 32 years. In New York State alone there are about 30,000 units of housing where none existed before. There are hundreds of rehabilitation programs. There has also been vast expansion of outpatient services, not only clinics but also day programs of various kinds. As-

sertive community treatment and case management have become key elements of the system. Local inpatient capacity is still limited, but the capacity of state hospitals has been reduced. The state hospitals that are left are far better places than they used to be because of major capital investments and a commitment to quality that began in the 1980s.

And, very importantly, people who use mental health services and their families now play important roles in the planning, de-

delivery of services.

During the early 1980s, children and adolescents with serious emotional distur-
bance began to get the attention they de-

serve. Child mental health leaders were appointed in governmental agencies. Plans were developed. A new vision emerged of comprehensive service networks providing access to needed clinical services, bringing together the diverse child-serving systems, and involving families as respected re-

sources rather than as blamed causes of their children’s disorders.

Over the past 25 years there has been a significant service expansion for kids, including not only outpatient clinics but also school-based services, home and community-based waivers, case manage-

ment, and other care, much im-

proved residential treatment, and more.

While the public mental health system was growing, so was the private sector. Thanks to ongoing advocacy as well as to new insurance policies and legislative expecta-

tions, health insurance expanded to cover inpatient and then outpatient mental health services. Employee assistance and similar programs also sprouted up in the workplace. The result was a vast increase in the number of people who get treatment.

About 20 years ago advocacy for health insurance coverage of mental health moved from mere provision to equal coverage of mental and physical health services—parity. This culminated in the last few years with the passage of Timothy’s Law in NYS and federal parity legislation, which—to our great relief—was retained and improved in federal health care reform.

Over the past half-century, there has also been tremendous investment in men-

tal health research. Even though it has not produced the breakthrough we keep seem-

ing on the verge of, it has resulted in sig-

nificant improvements in treatment and rehabilitation technology and determina-

tions. We should translate this research into practice for both the private and the public sectors. As a result services are better and more effective than ever in history.

So the system is unquestionably better, but as Richard Frank and Sherry Glied put it in the title of their very important book evaluating the first 50 years of community mental health, Better But Not Well. There are many needs still to be met, many fundamen-

tal concepts of mental health policy still to be challenged and reformulated. In the next issue of Mental Health News I will write about the hard work still to be done, but for now I will say again that we should look back with pride on the progress of the field of mental health has made over the past half century. As we look forward with hope to improvements yet to come.

By Michael B. Friedman, LMSW

Michael Friedman, LMSW

Michael B. Friedman recently retired as Director of the Center for Policy, Advo-
cacy, and Education at The Mental Health Association of NYC. The statement above was adapted from his policy address at the first annual MHA Mental Health Pol-

icy Lecture. Mr. Friedman can be reached at mbfriedman@aol.com.
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The Economics of Recovery: Who’s Driving the Bus?

By Donald M. Fitch, MS
Executive Director
Center for Career Freedom

There appears to be an incredible variety of people guiding our journey of recovery: elected and career government officials, all manner of professionals, academics, health insurers, providers, family, labor unions, big pharma, etc. If recovery takes a village – then it seems they all made it on the bus!

But who’s driving? Is it the person with the most education? The most votes? The most money? The most legal authority? The most raw power? Who determines which route to take? How fast we should go? When we’ll get there? If we are lost, who do we throw off the bus? Do we have the authority to elect a new driver? Most importantly, who has the map? (Tell me there is one)

SAMHSA’s 2010-14 “map” lists six strategic initiatives or goals. NYS’s Commissioners of Mental Health have over a dozen priorities for 2010-14. But the problem is, there’s only about one-third overlap between the agendas!”

Let’s hope Governor Cuomo and the next round of Commissioners and Committees can agree to a single set of priorities.

Recently, the CDC’s Dr. Friedan published his short list of six priorities for keeping the nation healthy; long standing, major challenges which he characterizes as “winnable battles.” Dr. Friedan (NYC’s former DOH Commissioner and a Mayor Bloomberg appointee) believes, “If we are all on the same page and working in the same direction, we can create a lot more momentum.”

Similarly, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the most generous foundation in the world having given out over twenty-three billion dollars in grants since its inception sixteen years ago, pioneered the three billion dollars in grants since its inception sixteen years ago, pioneered the “Center for Career Freedom
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Despite the importance of offering programs on health (nutrition, dieting, exercise, smoking cessation, etc.), the data also highlights the desire for more social activities and outings. Other implications include groups about woman’s social and spiritual issues, coping with suicidal thoughts, money management, beauty tips and pet therapy.

There were two problems we didn’t ask about because the answers seemed so obviously very, incredibly, they both belong at the top of anyone’s Mental Health agenda:

• Early death due to the side effects of psychiatric drugs

• Defiance of the U.S. Supreme Court’s Olmsted decision to release inpatients into the community

If Big Pharma can make billions selling drugs whose side effects can take twenty to twenty-five years off our lives, as studies in the US, Canada, and UK have reported, then “BP” must be the most powerful person on the bus. “Early death” has become just another side effect. It is even mentioned in TV ads.

But if some Labor Unions have the strength to defy the highest court in the land and keep thousands of our folks locked up in state-run institutions (and Nursing Homes) for the sake of “preserving jobs,” then couldn’t they also be the most powerful person on the bus? Hopefully the recent court decisions in Chicago, Georgia and New York will force the institutions to release folks out of the psychiatric hospitals and nursing homes and into the community.

Governor Cuomo’s strategy is to “isolate, destabilize, and ultimately defeat the tangle of entrenched interests that has left state government bankrupt, infamously dysfunctional and mired in scandal” (NY Times 10/24/10). He has my vote.

Recipient Ratings of Problems

“Very Important” (59% - 79%)

• I’m overweight; poor physical health; no stamina or motivation; low energy
• Anxiety, stress, depression, low self-esteem, confidence
• Can’t work; find a job; not enough education; job skills; computer skills
• No family; need more friends; alone
• Government Benefits not enough; no money for food, meds, utilities, clothes, etc
• Need more privacy

“Somewhat Important” (42% - 58%)

• Headaches; body aches; stomach/cholesterol problems
• Meds not effective; can’t seem to recover
• Poor concentration; confused
• Can’t have fun; no fun in my life
• No romance
• Can’t sleep
• Owe a lot of money
• Legal problems
• Poor housing

Recipient Ratings of Solutions

“Very Effective” (59% - 100%)

• To be loved; have one really good friend
• No more fasting, wars, hunger, disease, violence, crime
• No more nightmares, feeling depressed, being angry, afraid, sad, anxious
• A happy home; to be spiritually fulfilled; get respect

“Somewhat Effective” (16% - 58%)

• No more headaches, dizzy spells, hallucinations; never be sick again; never take another pill
• Get married; find my true love; have a child; own my own home
• Eat all I want and never gain weight; have a great body; be skinny
• To be one with the universe; to be in heaven; be one with the Lord; to see God’s face
• Regular massages; a personal trainer; sauna in my home
• Have a pet
• More beautiful skin, hair, nails; be beautiful/handsome
• Sleep as long as I want

©2010 Center for Career Freedom www.freecenter.org
A doctor’s recommendation to use psychotropic medication for a child can lead to many concerns and questions in both the child and their parent. This article is meant to help clarify these concerns and help families understand that they can get safe, effective treatment for their child.

The prevalence of Child and Adolescent Psychiatric disorders is substantial. Currently approximately 1 in every 4 to 5 youth in the U.S. meets criteria for a mental disorder with severe impairment across childhood and adolescence; this highlights the need for services early to avoid or minimize the impact of an illness on a developing child, including on home life, friendships, academic success and future productivity. If possible, focus should be on prevention and early detection.

Increasingly, medications are used to help a child with emotional problems achieve remission or reduction in symptoms. The right kind of medication, along with other interventions can be an effective and important part of treatment. The NIMH, sponsored Multi Modal Treatment Study (MTA), has shown that stimulant medication works and should be a first line treatment for ADHD. Medication for ADHD not only aids in improving focusing, learning, academic performance but also helps a child achieve better relationships with parents and peers, decreased aggression and impulsivity.

In the past most medication studies were done on adults, not children. Due to this, many times child psychiatrists used adult studies to give them a direction on how to use these medications in children and adolescents. This was necessary then, as there were limited child studies, but dissatisfying as children are not mini adults, and medications do not necessarily work the same way as in adults. Their brains are still developing and some of the neurotransmitter systems targeted by medications are not fully developed. In addition metabolisms of the drugs differ because of differences in functioning of the liver, kidney and differences in weight.

Most child psychiatrists often prescribed off-label because the medications used are only FDA approved for adults or if approved for children, are being used for a non-approved indication. This problem has begun to be rectified with more research, better empirical evidence and treatment algorithms.

In order to get adequate care, whether with medication or a non-medication treatment, it is important for a child to get a thorough assessment. As part of any assessment, the parent and child are usually seen together and individually, school records and information is requested and information about the child’s health is collected. Contact with the Pediatrician and lab work may be required. In addition there are a variety of useful rating scales, questionnaires and structured or semi-structured interviews that may help assess your child’s issues. Children also often have more than one issue that they are coping with and will need to be addressed.

During the assessment and treatment process a parent needs to know they should have a dialogue with the person (s) who is doing the assessment and with the treating psychiatrist. In this discussion, the review should include: a parent’s understanding of their child’s problem, the factors affecting it, the treatment approaches recommended, other options and the impact of not accepting the proposed treatment.

If medication is recommended, a parent should know the name of the medication, what it will help with, what target symptoms will be monitored, how the doctor and they will know whether it is working, what is a reasonable time frame to see a benefit and what else besides medication should be part of the treatment approaches. They need to know typical side effects and any special precautions. Parents sometimes feel they cannot ask questions, or the physician is too rushed to answer them, but doing it is an essential part of their child’s care and getting the best treatment possible.

This past summer, New York State Assembly Bill 5602 was vetoed by Governor David Patterson. The bill would have mandated the Department of Health and other agencies, to do research and study the effects of psychostimulants, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, antidepressants and other drugs prescribed for ADHD in school age children. The focus of the study was to look at the efficacy and the harmful side effects of drugs.

In his veto, Governor Patterson said others are responsible for this research and that much of this research already exists. Passing it would have diverted funds away from other important functions done by the Department of Health (DOH), Office of Mental Health (OMH) and Office for People with Developmental Disabilities (OPDD), including the funding for programs to help children and families who are dealing with emotional problems. The bill ignored that there is already a large body of evidence supporting the efficacy and safety of psychostimulants to treat ADHD. The bill was prejudicial against the use of psychotropic medication in children and erroneously implied that they were being medicated in a reckless manner.

Since the mid nineties, there has been increased research on medications used with children. In 1997, US Congress passed the Food and Drug Modernization Act which provided financial incentive for pharmaceutical companies to conduct research on pediatric use of their drugs. The Patent Exclusivity extension program provided for a 6 month extension of their patent if they conducted research on how their drug would work on children; this led to pharmacokinetic and clinical trials on children and adolescents. There are also limited funds to study the use of off patent medications. Other legislation allows the FDA to insist a pharmaceutical company do pediatric studies for a drug when it is likely to be prescribed to children, even if it is only being introduced for adult use. Such legislation has all helped with advancing the field of Pediatric psychopharmacology research.

Since then the NIMH has funded several important multisite studies, including the MTA, that looked at treatments for ADHD in a school age population, the PATS study, which looked at stimulant use in preschoolers, TADS, treatment of adolescent depression study, TORDIA , the treatment of resistant depression in adolescents, POTS, Pediatric OCD treatment study, and CAMS, Child and adolescent cent anxiety multimodal study. These studies looked at both medication and non-medication treatments for several key conditions seen in children including ADHD, Depression, OCD and anxiety disorders. These studies followed children for longer periods of time than most drug studies that only follow children or adults for weeks or months. Hopefully studies like these will continue to help us better understand and treat psychiatric disorders in children and adolescents.

A child is referred to a Child Psychiatrist usually when he/she has been disruptive or the illness has affected many aspects of his/her life. In the future, we hope that children, adolescents can be identified and treated early, before an illness severely disrupts their life. Identifying and treating emotional problems in children have both short and long terms benefits. Reducing symptoms helps a child stay on track, functioning better at home, with peers, at school and helps keep a child on the right developmental path. It can reduce their emotional pain, avoid legal and drug problems, improve their self esteem and confidence. It can reduce violence against themselves and others and reduce the impact on their adult development.

Dr Engel is Chairman of the NYPsA Child and Adolescent Psychiatry Committee, Director of Child Psychiatry Training at SUNY-Downstate Medical Center/ Kings County Hospital Center and former Director of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry at SUNY – Downstate/KCHC. Dr Bajpayi is a first year child fellow at SUNY – Downstate Medical Center/ KCHC.
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Medication for Children and Adolescents
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Every young person is fully prepared for adulthood, with a supportive family and community, an effective school environment as well as high quality healthcare. According to the New York State Office of Mental Health, 2008 Children’s Mental Health Plan is introduced with the above strategy supporting the American dream.

However, as we know for the American reality: 1) Studies indicate that at least 1 in 5 children and adolescents have a mental health disorder; 2) At least 1 in 10 has a serious emotional problem; 3) When untreated mental health disorders lead to school failure, family conflicts, substance abuse, violence and even suicide; 4) Suicide is the third leading cause of death for 15-24 year olds in our society.

As we also know, mental health disorders in children and adolescents results mostly from biological and environmental causes. Biological causes include genetics, chemical imbalances in the body, damage to the central nervous system such as a head injury, etc. Environmental factors also put children at risk for mental health disorders: - exposure to violence, i.e., being a witness or victim of physical or sex abuse; stress related to long term poverty; loss of significant people due to death, divorce, and broken relationships.

Some of the major themes and recommendations that are offered in the Office of Mental Health’s Children’s Mental Health Plan which has emerged are that: 1) Each action should strengthen our capacity to engage and support families in raising children with emotional health as well as resilience; 2) Social and emotional development and learning form a foundation for success in school and in life; 3) Major emphasis is needed in identifying children and families needing supports and services, early and in natural settings; 4) State agencies and service providers must be accountable to individual families for more integrated and effective care; and 5) An adequate workforce that is culturally competent and steeped in a new paradigm of integrated and family driven care should be developed and sustained.

Stigma continues to be a problem even though many educational campaigns have been offered throughout the state including Nassau and Suffolk counties. In 2007-08 the Mental Health Association together with Nassau County Department of Mental Health, Chemical Dependency & Developmental Disabilities undertook a comprehensive anti-stigma campaign, i.e., radio spots, media ads, as well as hundreds of picture posters of real life people with mental health issues being distributed throughout the county; in addition, the following year, Nassau and Suffolk counties also promoted (NAFAS) a far reaching anti-stigma campaign on Substance Abuse Disorders. However, there still continues to be profound societal misconceptions about the terms of disorders, and mental illness and mental health which tend to limit our ability to break down such barriers (NYS Office of Mental Health’s Engaging in the next step 2008).

In New York state a unified commitment was made in 2006 (The Achieving the Promise Initiative) which represented the largest investment in child mental health in the state’s history. Action occurred thru these initiatives introduced by a public health approach to early identification and intervention, widespread access to treatment, etc.

Also in 2006, the Children’s Mental Health Act was passed which was a call to action to families, providers, advocates, communities and policy leaders that social emotional development for children is a priority! Legislation then provided collaboration between the Office of Mental Health and the State Education Department to foster social and emotional development and learning to improve the emotional well-being of New York’s children. Thus the plan was centered on enhancing social emotional development and on mental health, NOT mental illness.

Major medical, psychological or sociological theory recognizes that we develop emotionally – as well as physically, yet historically we have not integrated mental and physical health in our communities and in our public policy.

Sadly, in spite of great efforts, our special child serving systems are fragmented and difficult to navigate for families with multiple needs. It remains quite difficult for these systems to achieve the simple goal of effectively dealing with the most complex needs of the children they are designed to serve (New York State Children’s Plan).

see Achieving on page 35
Designing Integrated Services for Adolescents: One Agency’s Experience

By Jean Holland, LCSW-R
Clinic Director
Northside Center for Child Development

Addressing the mental health needs of teens in a clinic setting offers a unique set of challenges. Adolescent clients can strain the assumptions and framework of traditional mental health services in a number of ways: they have a developmental imperative to separate from parents and adult authorities, yet are often told to go to treatment by families and schools. They are neither autonomous adults, nor children fully dependent on their families, and above all they value and respond to peers. Minority teens in low income urban environments struggle with additional burdens such as community violence, enticement of gang belonging, limited access to resources, and the impact of racism on identity formation and self-esteem. This article describes our experiences designing a service model geared specifically toward the complex needs of minority teens living in a low income area. A key factor in establishing this model was the request from members of the agency’s Consumer Advisory Council. They saw the need for a program integrating mental health and positive activities for their teens who, due to their emotional issues, often did not fit into the few available teen programs. By integrating comprehensive mental health services with a range of other teen-friendly activities, the program was built to support teens’ emotional growth in many areas including the crucial areas of emotional self-regulation and building healthy self-esteem.

Northside Center for Child Development, a 64 year old agency in Harlem, was begun by psychologists Drs. Kenneth and Mamie Clark to provide quality mental health and educational services to children and families at a time when there were few such services for minority youth. Their program expanded greatly over the years with 522 teens receiving mental health services during this past fiscal year. The families of these Harlem and South Bronx teens self identify as African American (58%), Latino (31%) and bi-racial (6%). Seventy-five percent of these 522 teens come from homes at or below the poverty line and 21% of our clients (ages 5 to 18) do not live with a biological parent. The teens are referred for therapy by psychiatric inpatient/ER, schools, foster care agencies and families distressed by some aspect of their teen’s behavior. Trauma is a fact of life for these teens, some of whom have witnessed, been victims of or have friends or family who have been victims of family or community violence.

Diagnostically 48% of Northside clients fell in the externalizing category (ADHD, Oppositional Defiant/Conduct Disorder, and Impulse/Disruptive Behavior Disorder) with 37% having two or more diagnoses and 93% a GAF score in the serious (44%) to moderate range (49%). Problems with self-regulation are apparent in this preponderance of externalizing diagnoses and in the analysis of initial assessment tools (ASEBA Child Behavior Checklist for ages 6 – 18 and Youth Self-Report fro ages 11-18)) while issues with both self-regulation and self-esteem were clear to their clinicians.

The outcome was the creation in 2008 of an integrated mental health program for teens. A clinician with a particular interest in teens was selected as the teen mental health social worker focusing on all aspects of teen programming including meeting regularly with teens for their input. Clinicians were provided with additional clinical training around working with teens. Existing services used by teens (tutoring; art therapy) were integrated into this program perspective. Mental health group offerings for teens were greatly expanded by adding both short-term and longer-term therapy groups: Power Source; Knowledge Empowers You (KEY); art therapy groups for sexually abused teens; Teens and Medication; Becoming a Man/Woman; Family Problem Solving; Music and Feelings. In addition there was a clinician-led Daily Check-In group in the after-school component to help teens express problems and achievements of the day and to receive support.

The program also included activities requested by teens (cooking, Tae Bo, yoga, basketball, photography, dance) which the teens saw as fun or exciting. Group leaders saw these as venues for learning and practicing self control, healthy self-expression, frustration tolerance, positive peer interaction and building healthy self-esteem. These activities also provided additional opportunities for the teens to develop trusting and meaningful relationships with adult leaders who also function as role models. To further self-care, positive self-identity and enlarge their vision of their potential, there were health and wellness workshops led by an RN; career roundtables and visits to work-sites of interest to specific teens; and opportunities for community service (assisting in community food distribution, creating care packages for Haiti, helping to host the Northside gala). Since some teens persistently “forgot” their homework, a group was created to read and discuss a book with emotional resonance for teens living in problematic situations.

For a program working almost entirely with African American and Latino youth, positive self-identity is enhanced by programming that helps teens visualize a

see Services on page 35

64 Years of Commitment To The Harlem Community

Today, Northside Center for Child Development is a community-based non-profit organization that provides mental health services, preventive services, crisis intervention, supportive services to families, art therapy for sexually abused children, educational programming, Head Start, and Early Head Start programs, tutoring and after school services to low income families located in East and Central Harlem and the Bronx.

Northside was founded in 1946 by pioneering psychologists Dr. Kenneth Clark and Dr. Mamie Phipps Clark whose groundbreaking “doll studies” influenced the Supreme Court’s historic 1954 ruling in Brown v. Board of Education.

More than 60 years later Northside continues to address the consequences of poverty and racism, helping children and families overcome incredible social, economic, and educational inequities. Northside reaches over 2,700 children and families annually:

- Intervening early with a holistic approach to issues confronting families
- Combining clinical therapeutic work with recreation and education services
- Utilizing evidence based models of care
- Bringing stability and hope to families facing critical life challenges

To learn more visit: www.northsidcenter.org or call: (212) 426-3400

New Perspectives on Disability

The Master of Arts degree in Disability Studies is preparing a new generation of service providers, researchers, advocates, and policy makers to be leaders in the field, in the classroom, and at the policy table. With a cross disciplinary, holistic curriculum and an outstanding faculty, students have the opportunity to explore the phenomena of disability from a variety of perspectives and disciplines.

To learn more or attend an upcoming Open House, visit www.sps.cuny.edu/madisability or call 212.652.CUNY (2869).

northside center for child development

The City University of New York
Is Mental Health Keeping Pace with Applications of Technology?

By Giselle Stolper  
President and CEO  
Mental Health Association of NYC

Henry Ford was once quoted as saying, “If I had asked them what they wanted, they would have said faster horses.”

The world has seen advances in communications that few could have imagined only fifty years ago. Since the invention of the worldwide web in 1973, there has been a virtual explosion of new technologies that allow us to communicate better, faster and in more ways than ever. In less than 10 years we have seen fledging social networking venues expand to claim over 50% of Americans as users of social networking tools and 61% of the population who primarily seek their health information online.

While the business world has eagerly embraced the Internet and social networking to extend their reach and create new markets, mental health and social service providers have been slower to realize the potential that new technologies offer us. The potential to: reach new audiences with messages of hope; provide information about mental health and wellness; link consumers to services and each other; empower consumers to take charge of their mental health care; organize for needed policy change; and to improve our own business practices to name but a few of the opportunities that await us.

The early successes of the MHA-NYC in applying technology to help realize our mission of advocacy, education and service innovation should provide encouragement for others to harness the power of technology to help them meet their goals. In our role as administrator of the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline (NSPL), MHA-NYC manages NSPL’s online social networking communities. Both NSPL and Lifenet, MHA-NYC’s local family of hotlines lines and online resources, use social networking tools such as Twitter and Facebook to provide our consumers and supporters with relevant information – ranging from depression and PTSD to coping skills and resources for bullying.

Other innovative technological venues include the creation our Lifeline Gallery. Lifeline Gallery creates a safe space where, through the creation of avatars, or online representations of themselves, survivors of suicide, suicide attempt survivors, those who struggle with suicidal thoughts and suicide prevention specialists can share their stories of hope and recovery. In the two years since the inception of the Lifeline Gallery, over 600 individuals have shared their stories which are heard by over 3,000 visitors a month.

MHA-NYC is also piloting chat and texting functionality through Veterans Chat and 1-800-LifeNet. By knowing our communities and the demographics of our consumers, we can match available technologies with the communications preferences of the audiences we want to reach. For example, we know that youth, on average, send over 3,000 texts a month and that communities of color are more likely to use mobile applications and mobile web services than traditional internet service. This type of information helps guide our choice of online communications strategies.

Other applications of behavioral health technologies such as the use of personal health records, online availability of wellness trainings, online support groups, online libraries and resources can all reduce the stigma of reaching out for help and increase consumer participation and knowledge. Curated interactive technologies also hold promise for increasing consumers’ participation in activities that promote mental health and well being.

Making help and information accessible and easy to use through technology can help to remove significant barriers to needed care and information. Furthermore, these tools increase our efficiency and can help us better track and evaluate our results. Gone is the day of guessing impact of messaging- we now have the capacity to measure impressions, clicks and community dialogue.

Looking ahead, MHA-NYC hopes to join with others to create a dialogue within the mental health community about how we can more effectively use technology to promote mental health and wellness across diverse communities. We can’t afford to let the traditions of the mental health community blind us to this potential.
Selective Mutism (SM) is described as a psychiatric disorder characterized by a persistent failure to speak in specific social situations, which continues for more than a month. It is most commonly found in children and appears to be related to severe anxiety, shyness and social anxiety. The exact cause of SM is still unknown and was first reported by the German physician Kussmaul in 1877, who called the condition “Aphasia Voluntaria” meaning voluntary autism. The term “Elective Mutism” was later coined by English physician Tramer in 1934 who used this term to describe children who spoke only to certain people. In 1994, the Selective Mutism Foundation (www.selectivemutismfoundation.org) was instrumental in changing the name in the DSM IV to Selective Mutism as the feeling was that the word “elective” suggested a preference, implying a deliberate decision not to speak, and “selective” implies a less willful component. Another important change brought about by the foundation was replacing the term “refusal to speak” with “failure to speak.”

The first symptoms of SM usually appear between the ages of one and three and apart from a reluctance to speak (with the exclusion of populations including immigrants who speak another language, and those who temporarily stop speaking due to a traumatic event) can include shyness, little eye contact, social isolation, fear of social embarrassment, withdrawal, clinging behavior, compulsive traits, negativism, oppositional behavior when trying to avoid social situations, temper tantrums and a fear of people. Seventy-one percent of children in a study conducted by Fundutis et. al. (1979), displayed difficulty in performing motor activities and had bowel and bladder problems. Some people with social anxiety symptoms may experience pauresis, a fear of using public restrooms, perhaps to avoid the sounds of urinating that others may hear (Stein & Walker, 2001).

Current research has discarded the theory that SM is caused by abuse, which in the past has caused devastation to families suspected or accused of parental child abuse and has deterred many families from seeking help for their children. It should also be noted that there is no relationship between SM and Autism, with the difference being that Autistic individuals have limited language ability while people with SM can speak, and normally will do so in comfortable situations.

True language delays, speech pathologies or learning problems are only present in about 10 percent of cases, but because their language and academic abilities are hard to evaluate due to the mutism, children are often placed in speech and special educational services, aimed at improving language or speech skills, without needing or benefiting from them. Selective Mutism has mistakenly been classified as a speech or communication disorder, but it has been shown that this is inaccurate.

There are varying degrees of the disorder and not all those with SM require treatment, and it is difficult to know if intervention is necessary. For those who experience severe forms of SM, treatment is recommended as symptoms can increase, and generally the younger the child is when treatment begins, the better the chance of recovery. Treatments consisting of behavioral management programs that deal with phobias and medications used for anxiety and/or social anxiety, have been beneficial for many, usually in conjunction with behavioral treatment. Prozac (fluoxetine), a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, is useful for socially anxious adults. Based on this new understanding of mutism as a consequence of social anxiety, Prozac has been used in three studies with selectively mute children; an uncontrolled trial (Dummit et al, May 1996, Journal American Academy Child Adolescent Psychiatry), a small placebo-controlled trial (Black & Uhde, 1994, Journal American Academy Child Adolescent Psychiatry), and a crossover-discontinuation placebo-controlled study (Dummit et al, reported as New Research, AACAP Annual Meeting, 10/96). All three studies support efficacy and safety in this use. Treatment needs to be consistent with positive reinforcement and rewards used to motivate the child to speak. Punishment, negative consequences and bribery have been shown to be harmful.

While certainly not the norm, there have been cases of un-treated or ill-treated children who used this term to describe children who spoke only to certain people.

see Mutism on page 33
a racial affinity group for Men of Color and Women of Color. To promote an antiracist perspective among middle managers and supervisors, monthly meetings were facilitated to encourage open discussions about race and structural racism. These meetings use a variety of media such as articles, videos and power-point presentations.

As would be expected, there is pushback from people of different races. Some experience this as both a personal and professional loss, others are fearful about upsetting the applecart. The question I often hear is “How can we expect young, inexperienced staff to take the information they are learning about race and professional loss, others are fearful about upsetting the applecart.

Some experience this as both a personal and professional loss, others are fearful about upsetting the applecart. This is, of course, the major priority of a public child welfare organization.

In all these endeavors undertaken in the interest of promoting greater understanding about the impact of race and racism in the child welfare system, the goal is to create an atmosphere of learning and self-examination in which change can begin to occur. Education and self-awareness of the problem has to be the first step in getting buy-in. Each person is encouraged to take responsibility both internally and on an organizational level for examining policies, practice and procedures that unconsciously or consciously have a detrimental effect on the families we serve, the ability of staff to effectively carry out the work, and impact on the community at large.

Mary Pender Greene LCSW-R Assistant Executive Director JBFCS and Lisa Blitz PhD, LCSW-R Assistant Professor, Department of Social Work, Binghamton University

Effective implementation of multicultural antiracist practice must include active support from all levels of the organization, particularly the agency’s top executive leadership. The attitude of the chief executive officer and his or her willingness to move the initiative forward sets the tone for the rest of the organization. The role of the CEO and other top executives is to establish two fundamental aspects of multicultural antiracist practice: vision and accountability.

An antiracist vision includes:

• The ability to imagine and communicate the essential nature of multicultural practice. It is not enough to state that diversity is beneficial or preferred; it must be valued as necessary for the agency to move forward.

• An analysis of power, privilege, and marginalization within the organization that highlights subtle inequities that discourage employees who are not part of the dominant cultural or racial group of the organization.

• Modeling antiracism for senior leadership, including demonstrations of the learning and professional growth processes on the path toward antiracist practice.

Accountability includes:

• The willingness to take action to oppose enactments of oppression, discrimination, or favoritism.

• Readiness to allocate funds for professional development, specialized training, or access to needed resources to support the implementation of antiracist practice.

• Setting clear, well-articulated standards for multicultural antiracist practice that have been developed in collaboration with members of racial and cultural groups outside the dominant group of the organization.

Managers and program directors play a vital role in the realization of the antiracist vision. Mid-level managers are typically the people responsible for hiring, developing, promoting, disciplining, and firing staff. They are often more closely connected to the community or populations served by their program than upper management and have a tremendous amount of power in the program or agency culture. Managers and directors, therefore, are responsible for:

• Defining cultural competency as including the ability to respond effectively to the dynamics of oppression and privilege and including this as criteria for hiring, promotion, and professional development.

• Developing and maintaining a critical consciousness of all aspects of program functioning, including décor, policies and procedures, and relational practices, to ensure genuine multicultural inclusiveness.

• Creating flexible and responsive systems of accountability to the community or population served by the agency.

Supervisors often have the most direct contact with line staff and thus have a central role in the creation of a program culture that is experienced as welcoming and responsive to the range of strengths and needs brought by the community or population served. Supervisors have the responsibility to:

• Remain conscious of the differences and similarities between themselves and their supervisees-- awareness of social distance, boundaries, and how people interpret or experience authority and relationships with people in authority.

• Promote and teach multiculturalism, cultural competency, and responsiveness to dynamics of difference, privilege, and oppression that is incorporated into evaluations and considerations for promotion.

• Actively recruit staff members who represent the range of clients or consumers served by the program and consistently respond to any issue within the organizational culture that inhibits the growth and development of all staff.

This is difficult work. It takes time—always more than anticipated or planned on, and requires consistency and perseverance. Collective effort and commitment are essential. That said, we encourage agency leaders to engage in the antiracist

see Transforming on page 30
Girls with learning disabilities, attention deficits and pervasive developmental disorders commonly experience different degrees of social impairment. They can be referred to the Social Skills Program in our Child and Adolescent Outpatient Clinic at NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital-Westchester Division, coordinated by Jo Hariton, PhD. When compared to young boys, the number of young girls referred for social skills training is fewer, likely due to the lower prevalence of disruptive behaviors in group settings that are seen in younger girls compared to younger boys. However, as children grow and develop into adolescents and young adults, the prevalence of mood disorders like depression and anxiety, as well as eating disorders, is significantly higher among females.

This past summer, I developed through our outpatient department a group program for girls who were at high risk for being bullied, excluded by their peer group, lured into experimenting with illegal substances and developing a mood or other clinical disorder. The program was designed to empower each girl with necessary coping skills and tools to successfully manage challenges which could otherwise impede their optimal development. All girls completed an evaluation prior to joining the group to determine their eligibility. For this evaluation, the girls came accompanied by at least one parent. It offered an opportunity for them to ask questions about the program and for the group leader to assess their cognitive level, interests and goals as well as cohesion among prospective peers.

Eight 75-minute long sessions were offered and focused on social skills training around everyday issues. They included navigating relationships; dealing with bullies; strategies for diplomacy and problem solving; identifying one’s strengths and managing one’s weaknesses; understanding our changing bodies; achieving a healthy body image; educating oneself about nutrition, substances and medications; and achieving emotional and financial stability. The groups were led by a team of experts in Child and Adolescent Psychiatry and included games and discussions around a pre-selected topic, as well as some time outdoors if weather allowed.

The girls were separated in three different groups based upon their developmental needs and school grade level: elementary (3rd to 5th grade), middle (6th, 7th and 8th grade) and high school (9th through 12th grade) with a maximum of six girls in each group. They had the option to join as many or as few groups as they were able to participate in or interested in.

The format of the core curriculum for each unit was sensitive to and designed to accommodate the developmental differences among the three different age groups. As such, an introduction to Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) model was incorporated in the unit to address strengths and weaknesses. The girls were invited to discuss how thoughts affect feelings and, much like the well known domino effect, the direct impact of these feelings on the behaviors displayed in public and noted by others around us. Some exercises included vignettes from interactions at home with relatives or in school with peers which illustrated the connection between thoughts, feelings and behaviors; other times, a list of evidence against and evidence in favor of a previously identified belief or thoughts (i.e. “she doesn’t like me”) was completed.

Girls were invited to use this skill in other situations back at home or in the community when meeting friends and peers. Similarly, clinical scales like the Children Depressive Inventory (CDI) and the Body Distortion Image in Children and Adolescents (BDI-CDI) were used in all age groups to elicit measures of mood symptoms or body image distortion.

Although each unit was introduced with a unique set of projects, role plays, oral demonstrations and group activities, the girls often brought up for discussion real life scenarios that linked one or two of the topics together. For example, during
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transformation of their organization. Why? Because the rewards are priceless and the milestones of success – however these are described – are necessary for delivering culturally competent and effective services.

Willie Tolliver, PhD, Associate Professor and Steve Burghardt, PhD, Professor, Hunter College School of Social Work

In 1982, a group of Hunter College School of Social Work students petitioned the faculty to have a required course for all students on “cultural diversity.” They failed. Over the years, four other student groups made the same request, with the same results. Twenty-six years later, in 2008, yet another group met with the faculty and this time succeeded. The outcome of their efforts was the School’s adoption of an anti-oppression and restorative social work lens for the year-long required foundational “Practice Lab” for all incoming students. Today, the course has moved from an exploratory pilot, to a requirement for all students. What did we learn, and what can other schools of social work take from the Hunter experience?

For us, the most important lessons fall into three areas: (1) the effectiveness of student organizing, and use of lessons from the past to strengthen tactical choices for promoting change; (2) the implications of demographic shifts in both student body and service consumers for curricular development and renewal and; (3) the cultivation of faculty allies who have remained committed to anti-oppression work within their own classrooms and expanding the anti-racism and anti-oppression material among younger, junior faculty who are new to the School community.

First, strategic effectiveness of student activists. Most important to the change effort was students leaders within the school student governing body and others in various student alliances who began a coordinated campaign organized around the following three tactics: (1) The development of a petition campaign among all students to show the widespread support for the course and not just among community organizing students. Students consciously partnered with and gained wide support of clinical students and effective counter claims that this material would only be of interest to community organizing students; (2) Individual meetings with every faculty member to explain the course content and to ascertain their degree of support for the course. This process helped overcome unentrenched faculty members’ fears that such a course would be met with disapproval by their more senior colleagues and jeopardized their obtaining tenure; (3) The use of the internet to locate equivalent courses at other schools and programs to effectively argue that the course served powerful practice purposes and not simply “politically correct” positions on topics of race, sexuality, gender, and class. Such an emphasis gave their cause substantive weight related to the classroom.

Second, was the demographic shifts in student enrollment and consumers -- New York City has continued to be a remarkable cultural and social amalgam of races, colors and creeds. Whites are no longer a majority in the city of 8.5 million people, and the School’s student body is increasingly reflective of the city’s diversity. The working students’ program, the One Year Residency Program, has over three-quarters students of color, many of them first generation immigrants. While the other programs are less diverse racially, significant numbers of openly LGBT students are found throughout the program, as are immigrants. Perhaps one of the most significant statistics on the conscious diversity among the students is that 57% of the entire entering class (about 450 students) is fluent in at least one other language besides English. Such remarkable diversity made the need for a required course that prepared students for effective practice with increasingly diverse consumer groups more obvious.

Third, was the cultivation and mobilization of faculty allies to institutionalize anti-racist changes. Faculty were identified who had maintained an active engagement in developing an anti-oppression framework in social work who shared past lessons and provided moral support for student efforts. From the start, students sought out faculty who were known for their anti-oppressive work in order to avoid repeating past errors of organizing or misinterpreting faculty points of view. Most of these faculty were involved in a monthly “anti-racism” faculty sub-committee attended by numerous junior faculty. Here they learned of their concerns and how to overcome them. They were also able to share that this work was not about a political stance but related to improved practice. The result was a far more collaborative and supportive environment for the work as the academic year progressed.

Thus, by the time the students attended the faculty meeting in May of 2009, there was widespread support for the anti-oppression course moving ahead first as a pilot and then, with its positive impact, into the entire School in the fall of 2010. Other factors are also important to note. During accreditation, the School administration readily embraced the inclusion of diversity content into the Practice Lab. Students further lobbied throughout the accreditation process, leading the CSWE site team leader to acknowledge their positive efforts. Now alumni, many of the leaders continue to meet with new students in a “community of practice” so that anti-oppression material is not watered down. One of the faculty involved in the earlier effort agreed to co-chair the Practice Lab and work with new faculty on how to develop this material for all students. Another continues the Anti-Racist faculty group as an arena in which new material and issues on oppression can be raised for all faculty and not just those teaching the Lab.

Strikingly, the students in last year’s pilot and new faculty to this year’s Lab have found that this material has strengthened their practice, redefined their own roles in a less hierarchical and more engaged manner, and enriched their lives as well as their work. While this content has been long in coming, anti-oppression and restorative social work practice is making a vital contribution to the Hunter College Social Work community and, hopefully, beyond.
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of color. Especially around symptoms that mate partners or, at times, even other men within families. Black men are not open to mental health services.

Hypothesize that high rates of the suicide challenge men to a deeper level of thinking. Often white people in charge above them on the management team and on the board level. Our institutions, which are funded on racism, leave our clients at the very bottom before they even open their mouths. That is why the anti-racism movement has to take place from the top down as well as from the bottom up. It has to be integrated into our work on an ongoing basis. We need to diversify our people in supervisory positions who are making the diagnoses and the treatment plans. The upper echelons of our agencies need to have members who represent the clients we see in the city. I think that this is one way to begin to change the way things have always been.

KALINA DE SUZE: I think there are some basic problems with the constructs of clients of color. As an African American, anti-racist feminist, when I'm working with a therapist, black or white, and I say something like marriage is not for me, if the psychodynamic construct the therapist is using points to "oh, oh, she has daddy issues" the client does not understand this. Nor does she understand the classic discussion of identity. It is imperfect, looking at the client from a different summit holds some real promise.

It holds that life experience affects biology. It starts from the perspective that adverse life experiences are the source of problems, although it recognizes that there are a lot of other factors that promote coping and adaptation. The trauma model, at least as it's being conceptualized in government-funded studies, stops short in its labeling "racism" as a crisis life experience, preferring "culture" as a euphemism and it doesn't readily make a connection between the adversity caused by racism and mental health problems, but it is a promising perspective to do so.

ALAN SIKIND: I agree about the utility of a trauma approach. Virtually 100% of our poor clients of color have trauma from racism sometimes with a small "t" some times with a large "T." And the trauma approach gives you understanding of the impact of the imprinted and impact of the accumulated experience. What's missing and what's needed is an integrated therapeutic model that explicitly includes racism. For now we have lots of individual thinkers – Robert Carter for example – who write about racism and mental health. I think there will be an integrated paradigm, hopefully in the not too distant future.

KALINA DE SUZE: And I hope that in addition to creating constructs around the effects of racism, the emerging therapeutic model will incorporate an element of political consciousness as part of the clinical work. We know that when your consciousness is raised you begin to understand the racism in so many systems, you feel empowered and feel that you can advocate for change. You feel less powerless.

PETER BEITCHMAN: Is there a therapeutic model that incorporates an understanding of racism and the related "isms?"

ROBERT ABRAMOVITZ: I think, although it's imperfect, looking at the client from a different mindset.

We talk about our therapeutic model it's so ironic to me because there's been a huge swing from the more analytic dynamic approach to the biological. And in that swing we're missing exactly what we've been talking about the understanding of race, culture and class that had begun to get into the mainstream now, in psychiatry, we're skipping over these things.

PETER BEITCHMAN: Can we do a case where we talk about race-sensitive practice in our agencies?

JULIE LIST: I agree that the first step is to talk about the lack of opportunity in psychiatry training programs to address issues of race and racism; what about social work education?

ALAN SIKIND: In a social work class I taught recently, a student was describing the hostility of a group of clients she had been assigned to at her first meeting with them. There were lots of ideas about where the hostility may have come from, but no one suggested that racial difference between the student and group members might have played a role (and it's a racially and ethnically mixed class). It's another example of how hard it is to address the racism and how many places there are to hide when you don't want to deal with it.

KALINA DE SUZE: I think another contributing piece to the lack of attention to race and racism in social work education is that many of the faculty are not equipped to have those conversations or handle the emotions that inevitably come up. Professors need an understanding of race; that everyone is going to be comfortable with addressing it, so that they are better prepared to have the conversations.
Mutism from page 27

individuals that have turned violent. In April of 2007, Cho Seung-hui, a Korean immigrant, murdered 32 students at Virginia Tech before killing himself. Cho was diagnosed with Selective Mutism in his early academic years, and was placed in special education under the classification of “emotional disturbance.” He was excused from oral presentation and answering questions in class. Aided by these efforts to compensate for his disability, he was able to garner A’s and B’s in regular and Advanced Placement classes and was admitted to Virginia Tech. Mr. Cho’s, and others’ experiences in special education may suggest that schools might be placing too much emphasis on academic advancement of bright but troubled students and not enough to their emotional or other disorders. As the individual enters adolescence, depression is more common and can lead to more severe anxiety, social isolation, lower performance in school, suicidal thoughts and self-medication with drugs and alcohol.

In order to have any success with individuals with SM, it is important for teacher training addressing the nature of SM and use of classroom strategies with on-going support for all those who work with the student. Understanding that the failure to communicate is due to an anxiety condition and not pressuring the student to speak, with no teasing, threatening or punishment for failure to participate is imperative. Written work, non-verbal communication, audio or videotaping, collaboration with friends, use of a computer or use of another person as a verbal go-between can be used as alternative forms of assessment and participation. Waiting for the student to speak is anxiety-provoking, and making a big deal of any vocalization that does occur might make the student pull away, as that is turning attention toward the student. Clear, specific assignments and expectations can also reduce the student’s anxiety, as well as hands-on activities which has the student more engaged and less distracted by worries. Social support outside of the classroom and at unstructured times is another tool that can help the older student with SM develop social relationships and realize academic success.

Sheree Incorvaia is the Director or Recruitment for New York Institute of Technology’s Vocational Independence Program and has worked with special needs students for the past 20 years.
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We also suggest next steps for expanding our models of mental health treatment:

- In treatment settings collect data on the meaning and impact of race/culture and racism as ascertained in assessment, treatment, development of therapeutic alliances, supervision and case conferences. Aggregate the data by race/culture and review for outcomes.

- As Gail Golden suggests, in the article cited previously, “develop asset-based models which incorporate curiosity and respect about the survival skills which whole communities have had to mobilize in order to confront genocidal affronts to their being.”

- Review and discuss emerging research on the contribution of gross wealth disparity to mental health problems (WHO report – see the Guardian London, 3/11/09). Wealth disparity is another manifestation of structural racism. People who are white and poor are not poor because they are white (PISAB Undoing Racism Workshop core trainer) whereas many poor people of color are poor because of structural racial inequities in the society.

Joan Adams, LCSW, is Founder and Senior Consultant of the Anti-racism and Multicultural Consultation and Training Service of JBFCS; she is also a private psychotherapist and trainer. Sandra Bernabei, LCSW is a Founding Member of the AntiRacist Alliance, community organizer, and a private practitioner. Bonnie Cushing, LCSW, Gail Golden, EdD, LCSW, is Clinical Director of VCS Inc, in New City, New York. Jeff Hitchcock, MS, MBA, is Executive Director of the Center for the Study of White American Culture, Inc. Natania Kremer, LMSW, MSEd, is Director, Early Childhood Support Services at JBFCS Child Development Center. Jonathan McLean, LMSW. JBFCs; Steering Committee Member, PISAB Men of Color Group. Jordan Margolis, LCSW, is a Mental Health Consultant, Clinical Consultation Program of JBFCs.

Achieving from page 24

However, even with resources children suffer because of our collective inability to really integrate our services. State agencies need to work towards integrating services and improving outcomes for children and families. The Council of Children and Families in New York State is committed to an aggressive effort to improve access to appropriate care those who require services from multiple agencies. They will develop and oversee a Children’s Action Network (CAN) within each county to coordinate local child service systems.

There still is hope. Quite significantly, the OMH, OM&R, Office of Children and Family Services, and the Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services continue the Building Bridges Initiative to develop multiple use, joint licensure and flexible funding across agencies to better support integration of services to benefit all children requiring help. NYS OMRDD in conjunction with OMH have made beginning strides to bridge the gap with addressing the needs of the developmentally disabled child who also has mental health needs. In addition, OASAS and OMH have made greater strides in working with substance abuse and co-occurring disorders to combine a truly integrated treatment model.

As a matter of fact our agency, South Shore Child Guidance Center has further incorporated additional psychiatric hours to accommodate our substance abusing adult population. Since the institution of mental health screening in this population there has been a 27% increase in psychiatric evaluations as well as prescribing appropriate medication for those children who require it.

Strategic planning by OMH utilizes a basic design of the “Balanced Scorecard Approach” for the Public Health System (2006-2010 Five Year Comprehensive Plan for Mental Health Services) in addition to their mission, their Strategy and Vision is an exceptional one: … a future when everyone with a mental illness will recover, when all mental illnesses can be prevented or cured, when everyone with a mental illness at any stage of life has access to effective treatment and supports – essential for living, working, learning, and participating fully in the community.

The need for services have never have been greater! The Children’s Plan as well as The Achieving the Promise Initiative are transformational for services but can they become a reality in light of the impending NYSOMH Clinic Restructuring Program which may devastate the availability of services which are paramount to achieving this vision? We hope that the many children we treat, who are most often in significant distress will be able to benefit from all of these values which we embrace, and services which we consider to be of such high value. All our children should be given the opportunity to achieve their potential and live productively in their community. We hope this can be realized for their future.

Groups from page 29

the unit on problem solving the girls used examples that included difficult interpersonal relationships, bullying behaviors and/or issues about their developing bodies. Those girls who participated in more than one session had more opportunities to practice and review previously discussed skills.

A significant number of callers inquiring about the program had a special interest in the body image unit. A parent wrote recently, “I wish this program could go on forever. It is the one place that I can be myself.”

Competency from page 6

when I first took the Undoing Racism training seven years ago, I found it to be more penetrating and compelling than addressing issues of diversity and cultural competency. It was eye opening, and I recognized that I needed to play a role in encouraging social workers to take this training. Understanding the impact of racism on the lives of our clients is fundamental in our ability to do accurate assessments, as well as to more effectively engage people in the helping process. We also need to be more open with our colleagues and to understand ourselves. For example, being white allows us to ignore the pervasiveness and magnitude of racism, and our educational and service delivery institutions do not require us to examine it.

At NASW, we succeeded in getting the 2005 Social Work Congress to recognize that addressing racism must be a national imperative, and we collaborated with others to encourage CEOs and executive directors in human service agencies in NYC to take the training, in addition to line workers and middle managers. Ultimately, we need a new set of standards for education, practice, supervision, administration and governance. This is something we need to work on together, in a collaboration.

Services from page 25

range of career/life opportunities greater than what many had been exposed to. They also needed opportunities to learn more about and take pride in their cultures. As part of this goal, a weekly group for teens, led by staff from the Museum of African Art focused on participatory teaching of African and Caribbean culture and history. The teens in this group created a large mural using aspects of African art with a second group using drumming as an expression of culture and self.

Teens could participate in all or in any single aspect of these additional services in addition to their ongoing therapy. By interweaving therapy groups with other therapeutic activities, the program offered teens the opportunity to develop and practice new patterns of interaction both inside and outside the therapy room.

Assessing the impact of this teen program to date is complicated by the fact that so many avenues impacting mental health, from clinician training to activity groups led by staff from a mental health perspective, occurred at the same time. The ASEAFA (pre-and post Youth Self Report for 11-18 year olds) completed during this period showed the following results. When asked to respond to “I am better at handling daily life” 71% agreed, 24% felt neutral and 5% disagreed. Seventy-two percent of teens agreed, 24% felt neutral and 5% disagreed that they were “better able to get along with friends and other people” with 24% remaining neutral and 5% disagreeing. (2009-2010 Quality Management.) What seems clear to clinicians is that teens who chose to participate in the groups and other additional services did play a greater level of self-control and self-esteem in their lives than they had at the beginning of the program. As one teen wrote recently, “I wish this program could go on forever. It is the one place that I can be myself.”

Are you currently being treated for schizophrenia? Do you still have trouble being social or finding motivation? Are you looking for a non-medication treatment? Do you know someone who is?

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY is accepting volunteers into an outpatient research study for schizophrenia and schizophrenia-like symptoms, using transcranial magnetic stimulation, an investigational procedure, to try to help with social isolation, low motivation, and loss of interest.

Participants must be 18-55 and in active treatment with a psychiatrist.

Contact (212) 543-5767 Or email: BBClinic@columbia.edu
Outcomes from page 15

to a community struggling with racial oppression.

“I have to go to the clinic every couple of weeks. They say I am high risk because of the diabetes and because of the depression. I have my mother to take care of. Sometimes I just can’t make it. The clinic is always so crowded and I have to wait all day to see someone. It never is the same person. Sometimes I just leave, cause I have to go to make sure my eats. She forgets sometimes. They called me ‘non-compliant.’”

We were determined not to impose institutional “gate keeping” or demonstrate the lack of respect for cultural values that this narrative highlights.

“...They don’t know us. They come here to learn on us. I know me and what and who I am. I go to the doctor for that pressure. I eat the low salt and take the pills, but they don’t know a pill for the other things that make the pressure. I have two boys, 30 and 32. They were raised right. I know them but others don’t know them. They just see two black boys, so I worry because things can happen. We know and we have to deal ...”

We understood the lessons from history. Women of color are anxious about the safety of their sons from their infancy through their sons’ adulthood. Mothers worry, “will my obviously Latino or African American son survive the day.”

Racial stress is a constant in the lives of people of color and has a negative impact on their health and mental health outcomes. We accounted for this reality and incorporated stress reduction measures into treatment plans.

“... talking about the doctors. One time, I had a doctor tell me that I had an infection, because I had too many sexual partners. My husband was real mad, me too. He finally said that is not true. It could have gotten crazy. I have the diabetes and get infections when my sugar is high sometimes...”

Misdiagnostics based on racial stereotypes and institutionalized attitudes in the community’s mistrust of institutions; ultimately compromising positive treatment outcomes. We were committed to undoing internalized racial oppression and were careful to identify and correct the elements of internalized racial superiority surfaced.

“... my mom is in the hospital and was on dialysis and had a heart attack. She was in a lot of pain in her legs when the doctor finally came. He was mad. I guess we woken him up or something. He said, “do you think Medicaid patients get the same treatment here as the patients on the other side?” I told the nurse and the big doctor (Attending), but I knew the other doctor was right. My mother was always scared at the hospital and didn’t want me to talk too much. She was scared they wouldn’t help her if I did.”

In each of these stories the proverbial “elephant in the room,” racism, colored the lives of each of the women and their outcomes. The project ended after six years. Many of the women returned to doing what they always did, and others courageously maneuvered the systems that served them and their communities. We never asked them if we could be there, but when we left, they thanked us. They taught us well that undoing racism had to be a fundamental part of treatment for people of color to achieve healthy living.

Community Sage

Every village or community has leaders, sages, wise men and women providing wisdom and guidance to its members. One such community sage is Martha Reen Alfred Richards. She was the wife of the late Henry W. Richards Sr., is mother of five children, grandmother of eight and great-grandmother of four.

Mrs. Richards began counseling and monitoring the human development of her customers in her beauty shop. Many represented three or four generations of a family, which allowed her to observe patterns, behaviors, and treatment efforts for more than forty years. At the same time the Richards family not only parented their own children, but many others who were not related by blood, but circumstance.

Faced with her son’s drug addiction and the pregnancy of her teenage daughter, Mrs. Richards was able to reflect on the challenges faced by others while mapping out a treatment plan for her own children and family. She became the lead therapist and service provider for her own children and in doing so formally began her role as Community Sage.

Mrs. Richards saw the new baby as gift to the family versus the sole responsibility of her daughter. This family ownership enabled the teen mother to graduate high school and earn a doctorate degree. When Mrs. Richards saw her son’s behaviors change from being a very trustworthy person to someone who broke his mother’s heart and lied, she knew something more was going on than alcohol and marijuana. Ultimately her son was placed in an inpatient treatment facility.

Affected by her son’s addiction and the drug epidemic consuming the community, Mrs. Richards organized a neighborhood block club. The Club grew into the South-west Gardens Economic Development Corporation, providing comprehensive services to the community that she would go on to establish UNITY House in 1989.

Her early work with UNITY House residents established a personal relationship that transformed how the professionalized mental health professionals worked with residents at Unity House. She did not define the men in recovery by their addictions or their pathology, but viewed them as whole with aspirations and gifts. Thus, she worked with them from a place of humanity and not pathology.

This produced results and provided a difference paradigm for professional mental health providers who were 99% white with no represented populations about African Americans, and poor whites. In the twenty years that Unity House operated, over 1000 men resided there. More that 50% remained drug free and stayed involved in community work. Although subsequently closed due to funding, the impact of Unity House continues to be felt in the community.

Mrs. Richards exemplifies the principles of a community sage. She is one who uplifts individuals and communities while being venerable, uplifted by individuals and communities in return. She is one who serves and leads with an understanding of racism, history, culture, while being a gatekeeper committed to developing leadership and accountability. She believes in people and in the community from a place that makes life into situations and moves as if it is already so.

Order a Group Subscription to Mental Health News and Receive 50 Copies of Each Issue To Distribute to Your Clients, Staff and Board - See Page 39 for Details

Populations from page 10

colonization, displacement, and genocide? Mentally-Ill People in Incarceration

Mental health inside of America’s prisons has become a serious problem. Prisons are housing mentally ill patients for crimes that probably would not be committed if it were not for the mental illness properly within society. A 1999 Bureau of Justice Statistics report estimated that approximately 16 percent of jail inmates, 16 percent of state prison inmates, 7 percent of federal prison inmates, 16 percent of state prison inmates, 7 percent of federal prison inmates, 16 percent of probationers suffer from severe and persistent mental illness. Research clearly indicates that people who are incarcerated are overrepresented in the prison population. Blacks are eight times more likely than whites to be incarcerated.

An account of one substance abuse counselor inside of a New York State prison, revealed first hand the tragedies of mental illness with Black and Latino inmates. Many are not diagnosed or receiving care commensurate with best practices for community mental health care. Staff are caring but overburdened. The need for mental health care is high but funding support for adequate care is limited existing long before current economic fallout.

The incarcerated mentally ill face substantial challenges. Stigma is present in correctional facilities as well as in society. This leads some to refuse mental health services and medication that may be helpful. This population is highly vulnerable. They are likely to be taken advantage of by other incarcerated persons and misused by correctional personnel. These factors lead to victimization and infractions. It is not uncommon for them to be extorted for their personal items and forced to perform sexual favors. Most workers and providers of illnesses have difficulty participating in mandatory programs such as school, vocational training, substance abuse and alternatives to violence workshops. Those that did participate in prison groups don’t fully understand the content and context of the information being provided. The therapeutic value of these services is compromised and leads to a repeat of the issues and circumstance that lead back to incarceration. Until those who are mentally ill are given proper care within society, our prisons will continue to be filled with mentally ill patients, who commit crimes when they should be able to live more productive lives. It is time that America to reexamine its role and strategy in dealing with this new epidemic that not only affect the incarcerated person but families and communities as well. It is at this juncture that the mentally ill, particularly mentally ill people, of color find themselves under the direct control of a white dominated, punishment system? The broken line from slavery, to the convict leasing system to now what is called the prison pipe line or the prison industrial complex started with criminalizing both the Indian and African peoples. So much of the world has been taken to the depth of the problems connected with special populations, mental health and racism barely scratch the surface. Certainly one cannot see all the connections between the problems. Mental health and racism barely scratch the surface. Certainly one cannot see all the connections between the problems.

Onaje Muid, MSW, LMHC, CASAC, FDLIC, is Clinical Associate Director, Realty House. Laura Smith, PhD, is Assistant Professor of Psychology and Education Department of Counseling and Human Services, Teachers College, Columbia University. Michael Arsham, MSW, is Executive Director, Child Welfare Organizing Project. Theresa Lacey, CASAC, is a Substance Abuse Counselor, NYS Department of Corrections.
members to not only participate in decision making but to also provide oversight that ensures anti-racist policies are followed. Those advisory groups include the Racial Ethnic Federation groups, Black Agency Executives, Hispanic and Asian Federations.

And finally, the education and training of mental health professionals and educators requires a paradigm shift that would retool mental health models for racial relevance and demand an understanding of the role of structural racism as it is maintained in mental health practice. Traditional mental health theories using Eurocentric and privileged notions of what is considered “normal” have failed to incorporate an analysis of societal oppression into an understanding of human behavior. This has resulted in the creation of a system that has poorly served members of marginalized groups and contributed to the underdevelopment of theories to inform effective practice with people of color, and contributed to glaring racial and ethnic disparities in mental health outcomes.

In the case of social work education, the discipline with the highest visibility in the field of mental health, the work of infusing anti-racist principles must occur at all levels of academic programming in degree bearing and post graduate certificate programs. The profession must also evaluate the implications of credentialing to guard against its being covertly used as a gate keeping device which diminishes access and availability to mental health services for people of color that are provided by qualified professionals with relevant cultural expertise.

We believe that to change policies and practices that have contributed to disparities in mental health outcomes for people of color will require a meaningful commitment to anti-racist work. This in turn will require an appraisal of how racism is ingrained in all societal institutions including the mental health system. In the words of The People’s Institute, “racism destroys humanity, and undoing racism brings humanity back.” We should settle for nothing less. Our collective mental health depends upon it.

If you are experiencing a difficult time in your life, always remember that you are not alone. There is a caring and helpful mental health community nearby that can help you get through this difficulty. Don’t feel embarrassed or afraid to ask for help, it is not a sign of weakness.

Best Wishes from Mental Health News.

Panelists from page 32

conversations and help the students understand the manifestations of racism and how it maintains the status quo. Then they can stress the need for change, not just personal change, but social change.

Peter Beitchman: So are social change and social justice part of our agenda in addition to developing a therapeutic model that incorporates an understanding of racism?

Alan Siskind: Yes, mental health professionals have to understand social justice is an integral part the service we’re providing. You have to introduce this to clinicians in a sophisticated way; you can’t just say it’s important. You have to demonstrate how clinically it has enormous import. Treatment can’t take place without caring about the need for our clients to live in a just context. Injustice corrupts the very essence of self. This is true for those behave unjustly as well.

Kalina De Suze: I’m thinking about the social work Code of Ethics, how it demands self-determination, social justice, collective action. The Code insists we not only help the person we’re working with, but also challenge the systems and conditions that contribute to the client’s condition in the first place. It’s about challenging the root causes; no matter how much you help, if the conditions still exist, the clients and new clients are going to keep coming back!

Robert Abramovitz: When clinicians say social justice is not my issue to me that’s a manifestation of how many ways people can hide and it’s a way to split off in their own mind what’s going on around them. Again, it’s the trauma paradigm that helps understand that some of the worst adversities occur when the social contract is broken and nobody cares.

Alan Siskind: And what happens when the clinician doesn’t stay with the “ouch” of the violation? How can there be any therapeutic repair if that violation is not addressed?

Kalina De Suze: In Judith Herman’s trauma model, the last phase of healing and recovery is activism. Why can’t part of our role as mental health professionals in helping our clients heal be referring them to advocacy organizations that are working for change in those areas that the client has been working on in the healing process?

Peter Beitchman: Peter, how would the social justice agenda play out in the Asian community?

Peter Yee: It’s interesting; people will march and be active to advocate for children’s services or senior services but not for mental health. Remember how in mental health the helping, especially for first generation immigrants, is so concrete. We can’t even get a community advisory board formed to support mental health services. If you’re a second generation Asian-American maybe you will begin to see the importance of social justice and advocacy. But there’s a strong bias even in the new generation against political action and advocacy, given the experience in many of the Asian countries of origin where politics was so constricted. I hope that as new generations emerge—and in New York City we now have three Asian-American elected officials—that more of the community will be involved in advocacy.

Peter Beitchman: We’ve been talking about bringing systemic change to our own mental health agencies, and granted other systems need to change as well. But, can we possibly be effective in changing other systems as well?

Alan Siskind: It’s more than a challenge. Take the social security system for example. I don’t know in my lifetime if I’ll have a chance to change it, but I can certainly care about and explore with my clients the problems they confront in that system. It’s clinically important to care about these issues and understand them to actively engage our clients in addressing their life issues. I think it’s also one of the ways to get to race issues more easily because it’s right there in their lives.

Robert Abramovitz: It’s true that when you see all of those intractable systems out there infused with racism it becomes a case of “the higher the consciousness the lower the morale.” You can feel pretty overwhelmed and frustrated. But I agree our clients’ experiences with other systems is also a chance to have the conversation with our clients so they understand that the way we work “in here” is not the way other people work in those other systems. The conversation gives you a frame of reference to be able to address the racism. In fact, it’s not only an opportunity, it’s also our responsibility.

Alan Siskind: Yes, it’s an opportunity, responsibility and mission.
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Name & Title: ________________________________
Address: ________________________________ Zip: __________
Phone: __________ E-mail: ____________________

Include your Check Payable to:
Mental Health News Education, Inc.
(or pay by credit card at www.mhnews.org)
cut out this coupon and mail it with your check to:
Mental Health News Education, Inc.
16 Cascade Drive, Effort, PA 18330
Phone: (570) 629-5960 E-mail: iraminot@mhnews.org

Promote Your Vital Programs and Services for the Mental Health Community
And Reach Our 160,000 Readers Across the Nation
Place Your Advertisement for the Year In Advance and Save 25%

Deadline Calendar & Ad Size Specifications

Deadline Date
Spring Issue - February 1, 2011
Summer Issue - May 1, 2011
Fall Issue - August 1, 2011
Winter Issue - November 1, 2011

Ad Sizes - In Inches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ad Size</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full Page (1)</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Vertical (2)</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Horizontal (3)</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter Vertical (4)</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter Horizontal (5)</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eighth Vertical (6)</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eighth Horizontal (7)</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Card (not shown)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recovery from mental illness is possible but it takes a community of support.

Mental Health News provides news, information, education, advocacy, and resources in the community that adhere to our strict evidence-based standards and is a vital link to that community of support.

Learn how Mental Health News can help provide your organization or community group with an affordable and trusted source of mental health education.

Call us today at (570) 629-5960 or visit our website at www.mhnews.org